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Executive Summary
Sierra Sciences is not seeking investors. Instead, Sierra Sciences is seeking partners to
market our discoveries, inventions, and technologies. Sierra Sciences plans to fund its

research from the royalties received from partners.

THE MISSION

This project is an effort to rid the world of the disease called aging.

QUALIFICATIONS AND CREDENTIALS

My name is William H. Andrews Ph.D., and as the scientific leader in the field of
anti-aging, I have dedicated my life to the research and study of the aging process. My
background in statistical theory, logic, evolution, biology, cancer, inflammation, and
aging provides me with the expertise to do critical and meta-analyses of scientific peer
reviewed studies, to separate fact from fiction, and to understand and devise plans to cure
aging like no one else can. 

My proven record of success in the inventions of many of the blockbuster products in
biotech including Human Growth Hormone, Prochymosin, Tissue Plasminogen
Activator, Erythropoietin, Thrombomodulin, BetaSeron, and Telomerase shows that I can
get the job done even after many others have failed. That was also how I earned the
award of a 2nd place for United States Inventor of the Year in 1997 for my cancer
research. But now my focus is on what has always been my true passion: Curing Aging.

INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

Aging takes the lives of 100,000 to 150,000 people in the world every day.

In 1997 I discovered that the key to curing aging is in our telomeres. Telomeres are
structures found at the tips of our chromosomes that are like ride tickets at an amusement
park. Every person is provided with 125 tickets when they are born, and they lose them at
a rate of more than one per year. When the ride tickets are all gone the ride is over and
people die.

In 1994 I discovered an enzyme called human telomerase that adds tickets back to our
telomeres.

And in 1997 I became the first person to show that adding these ride tickets back to our
telomeres not only stops aging but reverses it in every way imaginable.

COMPANY HISTORY



I founded Sierra Sciences 23 years ago to use my knowledge to develop supplements and
therapies to safely produce telomerase in all our cells, to lengthen telomeres, and reverse
aging in humans. Funded by $33 Million of Investor Funding (I now own 100% of Sierra
Sciences) and $10 million of royalties from Go-To-Market partners, I have already found
and patented hundreds of pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals that partially lengthen
telomeres. And I can extrapolate from these results to predict that we will discover
supplements that completely lengthen telomeres within 5 years. I have also developed
and patented telomerase gene therapies that already completely lengthen telomeres that
are ready to use now to reverse aging in humans and in our pets in pre-clinical and
clinical studies.

MOVING FORWARD

My main goal is to develop a supplement that induces enough telomerase expression to
reverse aging. My other goals are to develop products to market that will generate the
funding needed to achieve my main goal. Some products are ready to market now, and
some require additional research and testing. In all cases I am seeking partners to take
these products to market.

The total amount of funding to achieve all the goals in less than 5 years is $370 Million.
To become fully operational will cost $135 Million. To remain operational and cure aging
within 5 years will cost an additional $58 Million every year thereafter.

I will need to expand research in Chemistry, Screening, Basic Research, Animal Testing,
and various computer and business disciplines.

Not only do we need to produce telomerase, but we also need to find ways to poison cells
that produce telomerase to treat some age-related diseases such as cancer and other types
of neoplasia. And we need to develop diagnostics for telomerase expression and telomere
lengths to monitor our efficacy. The projects include:

PROJECT GOALS

1. Pharmaceuticals to Slow and Reverse the Aging
2. Nutraceuticals to Slow and Reverse Aging
3. Telomere Protection
4. Telomere Length Measurement
5. Cancer Diagnostics
6. Cancer Treatments
7. Telomerase Gene Therapy
8. Immortal Pet Cloning
9. Human Growth Hormone



The last three project goals listed above will be more expensive to provide and will
therefore command a higher market price. But they will provide proof of concept and a
revenue steam to supplement the cost of items 1-6 of our project goals and future project
development.

Overall, this effort will create over 430 new jobs, need over 250,000 square feet (23,000
square meters) of building space, and need 1,200,370 square feet (112,000 square meters)
of land. The costs are broken down as follows:

USE OF FUNDS

Operating Expenses (ALL USD):

Salaries: $40 Million per year.

General Labware Costs: $7.7 Million per year

Office Supplies: $400 Thousand per year

Overhead:

Utilities: $10 Million per year

Other:

Total Property Costs: $38 Million (Purchase, not Lease)

Total Equipment Costs: $37 Million (Purchase not Lease)

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Sierra Sciences would be generating significant revenue before the end of the 2nd year and
continued revenue will sustain the company for many years to come.

Almost every disease ever heard of has now been shown to be affected by the length of
telomeres. This includes everything from Cancer and Heart Disease to the Common Cold.
The global market for Anti-Aging Products estimated at US$52.5 Billion in the year
2020, is projected to reach a revised size of US$83.2 Billion by 2027, growing at a
CAGR of 6.8% over the analysis period 2020-2027. And, Sierra Sciences will have the
only anti-aging products that actually work.



We will not be pursuing a goal as straight-forward as inventing a driverless car or drone.
Curing aging is a real venture into the unknown. Though the ability to succeed at the goal
has never been higher there is always the risk that succeeding is not possible, though I
have never given up or failed in any of my past efforts. My motto since starting Sierra
Sciences in 1998 is “Cure Aging or Die Trying”.
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Mission
There are two missions described below. The main mission (Part 1) is to find the cure for
aging. The second mission (Part 2) is to generate funding to find the cure for aging.
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Part 1 – “Find the Cure for Aging”

The Goal
The main goal is to rid the world of the disease called aging by discovering a supplement
that induces telomerase expression and lengthens telomeres. We refer to this as “Curing
Aging”. Aging is a disease that can be cured. Many lifeforms on this planet, such as
lobsters, tortoises, and clams have no detectable aging. Just because all humans age
doesn’t mean that aging is not a disease. But because some animals don’t age means that
aging IS a disease. Finding ways to safely produce telomerase in humans and pets to cure
their aging has been the mission of Sierra Sciences since its inception.

Why?
100,000 to 150,000 people die in the World each day from aging. Many of the elderly live
in nursing homes, assisted living homes, and hospices where everyday life is miserable
and depressing because they can no longer take care of themselves, and they know that
their only remaining milestone in life is death. And that’s just the lucky ones that live in
developed, industrialized, countries. In Third World countries there is very little care for
the elderly and the best hospitals are surrounded by barbed wire fences holding back the
poor elderly begging to be let in, where they often die on the streets.

I love living, and I love people that love living. And I don’t want to see living become
any less loveable for anyone just because of something called aging. Living is the
greatest thing that ever happened to us. We shouldn’t just let it get thrown away because
some people believe aging is natural and meant to be.

And almost all animals on the planet experience aging too. Whatever we can do to
alleviate the misery of aging in humans Sierra Sciences plans to be for our pets also.

And then there is me. A major part of my motivation to cure aging is to cure my own
aging along with my friends and family. I’m not afraid of dying. I am afraid of missing
out on all the great things that I foresee happening in the future. The mysteries of the
universe are plentiful, and I want to know them all. For example, when we make first
contact with intelligent life from other worlds I want to be there.
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But now, if people don’t die of aging wouldn’t overpopulation become a problem?
Wouldn’t retirement benefits become impossible to provide? Wouldn’t it be un-natural or
sacrilegious? How could the young ever get jobs if the old never retire?  Yes, these could
all be problems. But, as I described above, the real problems are now. The miserable
existence that elderly live in disguised facilities or streets is the problem that most people
have a blind eye to. Things could never be worse than they are now. If in 200 years from
now, long after we had found a way to prevent aging, and all the expected problems due
to curing aging actually existed, people aren’t going to say, “Ban the Cure for Aging”.
They are going to pity their ancestors that had to experience the existence that we
experience today.

My goal has always been a “Humanitarian Return on Investment”. Most, but not all, past
investors have been only interested in a “Financial Return on Investment”. The investors
have only been interested in investing in the dream, not the dream coming true. This has
caused a major obstacle in fulfilling the research goals of the company. It seemed like the
science was always re-directed by investors to do research that could add quick financial
value to the company to create lucrative exit strategies instead of spending the years that
it takes to find a cure for aging. So, obtaining funding from investors is not my top
priority now; obtaining royalty funding from Go-To-Market partners is. Nevertheless, this
plan does include some investment opportunities for the right investors.

How?
I am not the first person to say that aging can be cured. But I am the first and only person
that can really actually do something about it. Quacks and Charlatans have been claiming
to have cures for aging for 1000’s of years. So, I need to explain why I am not just
another Quack or Charlatan. I know I can cure aging and here’s why.
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Historically, I have already accomplished many great things in biotech that are
considered blockbusters in the field. These include the inventions of Human Growth
Hormone, Prochymosin, Tissue Plasminogen Activator, Erythropoietin,
Thrombomodulin, BetaSeron, and Telomerase. I was also awarded 2nd place as United
States Inventor of the Year in 1997 for my cancer research. But now my focus is on what
has always been my true passion: Curing Aging.

My background in studying statistical theory, logic, evolution, biology, cancer,
inflammation, and aging provides me with the expertise to do critical and meta-analyses
of scientific peer reviewed studies, to separate fact from fiction, and to understand and
devise plans to cure aging like no one else can. No one in the field of anti-aging has my
background. For more on my background see William H. Andrews, Ph.D.

In 1997 I discovered that the key to curing aging is in our telomeres. Telomeres are
structures found at the tips of our chromosomes that are like ride tickets at an amusement
park. When a person uses up all their tickets they die. Humans are born with 125 tickets
and the slowest rate that humans can use up their tickets is one per year. So, humans have
a theoretical maximum lifespan of 125 years. But unhealthy genetics and unhealthy
lifestyle causes us to use up our tickets even faster and so no one in recorded history has
ever really lived to be 125.

I showed that the telomeres were the key to aging by discovering an enzyme called
human telomerase that adds tickets back to our telomeres. After adding this enzyme to
isolated human cells grown in a petri dish, human skin grown on the backs of mice, and
engineered mice, I and others, were able to show that, by adding tickets back to the
telomeres, aging didn’t just stop, it was reversed in every way imaginable.

I discovered that human telomerase is encoded by a gene called hTERT and that the
reason that telomeres shorten in almost all our cells is because the hTERT gene is turned
off.

I am looking for ways to safely turn the hTERT gene back on, produce telomerase in all
the cells of a body, and cure aging and aging related diseases in humans and pets.

I have already invented the assays needed to test whether pharmaceuticals and
nutraceuticals can turn the machinery back on. And I have shown that the assays work by
having already discovered many pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals that partially turn the
gene back on. I estimate, by extrapolation of my previous work, that by continuing my
research I will find a pharmaceutical or nutraceutical that completely turns on the gene
within 5 years.

In the meantime, I have invented a gene therapy that can deliver telomerase to all our
cells that is already potent enough to cure aging. I just need to get it tested in pre-clinical
and clinical studies.
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For more on the science see The Science.

For more on the Research Plan to “Find the Cure for Aging” see The Cure for Aging.

Part 2 – Generate Funding to “Find the Cure for Aging”
Sierra Sciences is not seeking investors. Sierra Sciences plans to generate funding from
the discoveries that it has already made and/or will make by either:

1. Creating subsidiaries that would market the discoveries. Investors would be able
to invest in these subsidiaries. Profits would be used to fund the research to ”Find
the Cure for Aging” as well as generate a return on investment for the investors.
Sierra Sciences would not be seeking, nor would it want, controlling ownership of
these subsidiaries.

2. Licensing the discoveries to Go-To-Market partners in exchange for 10% of Gross
Profits to fund the research to “Find the Cure for Aging”.

The “discoveries” include ways to lengthen telomeres, decrease the rate of telomere
shortening, measure telomerase gene expression, measure telomere lengths, diagnose &
treat cancer, regulate non-telomere related genes, provide pet products, clone immortal
pets, provide Human Growth Hormone, other discoveries that fall into our areas of
expertise that investors and/or partners may want to suggest.

Sierra Sciences does not wish to become a marketing company itself. Sierra Sciences
prefers to remain a basic discovery research company. Sierra Sciences will assist in
finding investors for Go-To-Market Partners as well as Go-To-Market partners for
investors. We will also assist in finding employees, as well as provide training to develop
and run new entities if the entities don’t already exist. Sierra Sciences will also help
educate audiences and clients on the science behind the products. But Sierra Sciences will
not make any product claims that are not supported by critical meta-analysis of scientific
peer reviewed studies.

Some of Sierra Sciences discoveries are ready for immediate marketing, some require
assembly, some require testing and regulatory approval, while others require additional
discovery research. Discoveries that are not ready for immediate marketing will require
funding from the subsidiaries and/or investors to get them ready for marketing. In all
cases, the costs for marketing will be the responsibility of the subsidiary and/or investor.

The discoveries can be used as ingredients, therapies, or diagnostics in markets that
include supplements, skin care products, pet products, and numerous others.

Because 100,000 to 150,000 humans die each day from aging, we need to work on
solving the problem of aging in parallel, not serially. Every day we delay in developing a
cure for aging costs the lives of 100,000 to 150,000 humans and countless pets. Many
things need to be done to achieve the goal of curing aging. Doing them one at a time
instead of all at the same time will cost many lives. These things need to be done
simultaneously.
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For more on these investment and Go-To-Market partnership opportunities see Projects to
Generate Research Funding.

For more on the individual projects see the list below:
Human Growth Hormone
Immortal Pet Cloning
Telomerase Gene Therapy
Cancer Diagnostics
Cancer Treatments
Telomere Length Measurement
Telomere Protection
Pharmaceutical Telomerase Inducers (Pharmaceutical to Slow Aging)
Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers (Nutraceutical to Slow Aging)
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Sierra Sciences
Sierra Sciences LLC (aka Andrews Inc) is a “Basic Discovery Research” company,
located in Reno, Nevada USA, focused on finding ways to lengthen telomeres to slow
down, stop, and reverse aging and aging related diseases in humans and pets.

It’s 10,000 square foot facility is equipped with all the scientific equipment needed to do
basic discovery research on aging at the cellular level.

Putting products on the market involves several steps:

1. Basic Research
2. Concept Development
3. Discovery Research and/or Assembly
4. Testing

a. Animal
b. Human

5. Regulatory Approval
6. Manufacturing
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7. Marketing
8. Treatment (if administration requires doctors or veterinarians)

Sierra Sciences’ areas of expertise are 1-3 above. They include basic research, concept
development, discovery research, and assembling prototypes. Sierra Sciences does not do
testing, regulatory affairs, manufacturing, marketing, or treatments since these would
distract from the earlier steps. Our “Areas of Expertise” or “Skill Areas” include Assay
Development, Basic Research, Bioinformatics, Cell & Tissue Culture, Cell Biology,
Chemistry, Data Analysis, Experimental Design, Experimental Psychology, Gene
Expression, High Throughput Drug Screening, Logic, Math, Medicinal Chemistry,
Molecular Biology, Physics, Probability, Protein Chemistry, Protein Purification,
Statistical Theory, Virology, and other early-stage disciplines. Testing and anything
beyond the steps of testing (4-8 above) would need to be done by Go-To-Market partners.
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Competition
It appears that no one really has a handle of who all the companies in the longevity
market are. According to
https://ksusentinel.com/2021/03/04/how-to-boost-longevity-and-anti-senescence-therapy-
market-compound-annual-growth-rate-cagr/ the top key players in the longevity and
anti-senescence therapy markets are:

Prana Biotechnology LTD, Cleara Biotech, T.A. Sciences, Recursion Pharmaceuticals,
Unity Biotechnology, Spotlight Bioscience, Powervision INC, Senolytic Therapeutics,
Cohbar, Acorda Therapeutics, Senex Biotechnology, Insilico Medicine, AgeX
Therapeutics, Calico Life Sciences, Celgene, Restorbio, Sierra Sciences LLC, Oisin
Biotechnology, Antoxerene, Human Longevity INC, and Proteostasis Therapeutics INC.

But they have neglected to include BioViva, BioTime, SENS, Defytime, Chase Life
Extension Foundation (CLEF), Isagenix, Vasayo, Dream Masters, Libella Gene
Therapeutics, Telocyte, Telomere Therapeutics, Juvenescence, Life Extension
Foundation, Max Life Foundation, Life Tech Investment, and many more.

So, it cannot be said that Sierra Sciences doesn’t have competition. But very few of the
companies listed above are focused on research to find a cure for aging. They are more
focused on marketing products that one or more scientific research articles have reported
to possibly have an effect on aging, usually in mice. The only companies with a focus on
telomere biology that I am aware of are BioViva, Telocyte, Telomere Therapeutics, TA
Sciences, Isagenix, Vasayo, Defytime, Libella Gene Therapeutics, and CLEF. But, in all
cases, these companies are affiliated with Sierra Sciences in one way or another.

In short, lengthening telomeres is the top priority in the human and pet longevity fields
and Sierra Sciences is the leader in research field of lengthening telomeres.
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Exit Strategy
Sierra Sciences is not a company that was created to have an exit strategy. Its mission is
to cure aging, but lengthening telomeres might be only the first step. Aging is like having
multiple sticks of dynamite burning inside our cells. Telomeres might be the stick of
dynamite with the shortest fuse, but other sticks of dynamite might still be burning after
telomere shortening fuse is extinguished. We will need to put out those fuses also. After
aging is cured there will still be many other diseases to cure and quality of life
enhancements to be made that Sierra Sciences will want to pursue. Sierra Sciences will
also want to become a foundation to support research in other labs as well as support
caregiving, animal protection, environment protection, and other humanitarian causes.
“The Cure for Aging” can also create new problems for the world such as
overpopulation. Sierra Sciences wants to help solve those problems too. Sierra Sciences
is here to stay.

Subsidiaries and Go-To-Market Partnerships, on the other hand, will have their own exit
strategies that will be designed by the investors and/or partners.
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Community
Job Creation
These projects will create 438 jobs.

Community Economic Impact
These projects will provide a positive economic impact to the community because the
employees will be buying houses, eating at local restaurants, buying goods at local stores,
utilizing local medical facilities, etc. In addition, the company will be paying employee
and employer taxes.

Sustainability
Sustainability until Sierra Sciences discovers a pharmaceutical drug that cures aging will
come from funding derived mostly from providing the telomerase gene therapy to treat
non-debilitating and non-life-threatening conditions, immortal pet cloning, Human
Growth Hormone, and the weak pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals that will be potent
enough to slow aging but not cure it. And, the revenue from these projects will provide
funding for future operating expenses.

The global market for Anti-Aging Products estimated at US$52.5 Billion in the year
2020, is projected to reach a revised size of US$83.2 Billion by 2027, growing at a
CAGR of 6.8% over the analysis period 2020-2027
(https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/07/24/2067180/0/en/Anti-Aging-Pr
oducts-Industry-Projected-to-be-Worth-83-2-Billion-by-2027-Key-Trends-Opportunities-
and-Players.html#:~:text=Amid%20the%20COVID%2D19%20crisis,the%20analysis%2
0period%202020%2D2027.). We should be able to receive a majority of that revenue
considering that Sierra Sciences will develop the first anti-aging products that actually
work.

The global human growth hormone market size is expected to reach a value of USD 8.5
billion by 2027
(https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-human-growth-hormone-hgh-
market). We should be able to receive a majority of that revenue considering that the
“trade secret” technology to produce human growth hormone was invented by Dr.
Andrews and all marketers today sell human growth hormone at an extremely excessive
profit margin.

Affordable Housing
These projects will not be providing affordable housing.

Technological Impact
This project will provide a technological impact on almost every aspect of medicine.
Telomeres have been shown in many scientific peer reviewed journals to affect almost
every known disease; especially aging itself. For example, short telomeres are now
known to be one of the major causes of cancer and heart disease. In fact, the high
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mutation rates caused by short telomeres are the reason that cancers almost always come
back no matter what you hit them with. Diseases like Alzheimer’s, Osteoporosis, multiple
sclerosis, macular degeneration, and muscular dystrophy are now all known to be caused
by short telomeres.

Also, our research has led to discoveries that will provide a great technical impact on
diagnosing and curing cancer. Though cancer is an aging related disease it is not a disease
that can be cured by simply lengthening telomeres. Nevertheless, we will prepare these
discoveries for the market.
In short, our projects are expected to create a major paradigm shift in all of medicine.

Health and Wellness
Just as I described for “Technological Impact” finding ways to lengthen telomeres will
provide health and wellness benefits in almost all ways imaginable. Again, our projects
are expected to create a major paradigm shift in all of medicine.

Water and/or Energy
This project is made up of two parts, R&D and Production. R&D uses the same amount
of energy as the average commercial office building at an EUI of 81.4 kBtu/sq. ft. (257
kWh/m2). Production, however, is expected to use much more. The average
pharmaceutical plant has an EUI of 1,210 kBtu/sq. ft. (3,819 kWh/m2).

Water is one of the major utilities used by the pharmaceutical industry. It may be present
as an excipient or used for reconstitution of products, during synthesis, during production
of the finished product or as a cleaning agent for rinsing vessels, equipment, primary
packaging materials, etc.  Again, the R&D part of the company is expected to use the
same amount of water as the average commercial office building. This level represents an
estimated 2.3% of the total public water supply in the United States. On average, such
buildings use 7.9 million gallons per building, 20 gallons per square foot, and 18,400
gallons per worker. On a daily basis, they use an average of 22,000 gallons per building,
55.6 gallons per thousand square feet, and 50.1 gallons per worker. Production, on the
other hand, can use as much as 100 gallons of water per minute during production of
pharmaceuticals.
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Departments
The research requires many different disciplines of science and business organized into
different departments.

The Scientific Departments include:
1. Chemistry (Medicinal Chemistry, Synthetic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry)
2. Screening
3. Basic Research (Mechanism of Action, Assay Development, Molecular Biology,

Cell Biology, Cell & Tissue Culture, Protein Chemistry)
The Scientific Support Departments include:

1. Animal Testing/Care
2. Animal Housing
3. Bio-Informatics
4. Information Technology
5. Purification
6. EH&S
7. Facilities
8. Glassware washing, Media and Reagent Prep, Lab Stocking

The Product Development Departments include:
1. Clinical Affairs
2. Manufacturing and Production
3. Product Development
4. Purification
5. QA/QC

The Business Departments include:
1. Business Executive (CEO, Finance, Intellectual Property, Legal, Operations,

Research, Development)
2. Business Development
3. Marketing
4. Public Relations
5. Web Site Designer
6. Reception Area

General Support
1. Security
2. Admin Area
3. Kitchen/Cafeteria
4. Child Care
5. Fitness Center

Common Areas
1. Computer Server Room
2. Cold Rooms
3. Equipment Room
4. Restrooms
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Headcount, Salaries, and Floor Space
Key hand-picked scientists are standing by awaiting funding to allow them to take on
positions with the company. Dr. Andrews will serve as president until he can find a
suitable replacement. Then he will assume the role of Executive Vice President of
Research and CEO while heading up the pharmaceutical research. Most of the other
positions shown below will need to be filled when funding arrives. All monetary values
below are in US dollars.
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1,
00
0

80
0

50
0

20
0

20
0

10
0

50
10
0

20
0

10
0

  

 
Conference
Room (sf)

           
35
0

 

 Lab (sf)             
40
0

               

Chemistry     1      1  1 0

 Medicinal      8    1  2  

 Synthetic      1 16 32   1 2 9

 Analytical      1 2 4   1 1 2
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Total

Headcount 69             

 
Total

Salaries/year $6,630,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 13,200             

               

Screening     1  6 6 12  1 1 4 9

               

 
Total

Headcount 27             

 
Total

Salaries/year $2,785,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 8,200             

               
Basic

Research     1      1  1  

 
Mechanism

of Action      1 4 8   1 1 3

 

Assay
Developmen

t      1 4 8   1 1 3

 
Molecular

Biology      2 8 16   2 2 6

 Cell Biology      2 8 16   2 2 6

 
Cell & Tissue

Culture      2 8 16   2 2 6

 
Protein

Chemistry      1 4 8   1 1 3

               

 
Total

Headcount 128             

 
Total

Salaries/year
$11,435,00
0             
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Total Square

Feet 21,400             

               

Animal Testing
& Care     1  2 4 8 4 1 1 2 8

               

 
Total

Headcount 21             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,665,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 5,900             

               

Animal
Housing      1    8  1 1 2

               

 
Total

Headcount 10             

 
Total

Salaries/year 550000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1150             

               

Bio-Informatic
s      1    4  1 1 1

               

 
Total

Headcount 6             

 
Total

Salaries/year $600,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,450             
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Business
Development      1    1 1  1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 3             

 
Total

Salaries/year $325,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 850             

               

Clinical Affairs     1 2    4 1 1 1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 9             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,025,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,950             

               

               

EH&S      1    4  1 1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 6             

 
Total

Salaries/year $600,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,050             

               

Business
Executive President  1     3 6 6 1 1 4 5

 Finance    1      1  1  

 
Intellectual

Property    1      1  1  
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 Legal    1      1  1  

 Operations    1      1  1  

 Research   1    1 2  1  1 1

 
Developmen

t   1    1 2  1  1 1

               

 
Total

Headcount 36             

 
Total

Salaries/year $4,375,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 14,000             

               

Facilities     1    6 4 1 1 1 35

               

 
Total

Headcount 13             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,145,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 15,850             

               

Information
Technology      1    8  1 1 4

               

 
Total

Headcount 10             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,000,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 3,050             
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Manufacturin
g and

Production     1  2 4 8  1 1 2 20

               

 
Total

Headcount 17             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,665,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 10,700             

               

Marketing     1     4 1  2  

               

 
Total

Headcount 6             

 
Total

Salaries/year $675,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,800             

               

Product
Development     1     4 1  2  

               

 
Total

Headcount 6             

 
Total

Salaries/year $675,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,800             

               

Public
Relations     1   6    1 1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 8             
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Total

Salaries/year $970,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,550             

               

Web Site
Designer      1    4   1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 5             

 
Total

Salaries/year $600             

 
Total Square

Feet 950             

               

Purification      1 2 4 8   1 1 4

               

 
Total

Headcount 16             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,540,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 3,450             

               

QA/QC     1  2 4 8  1 1 2 4

               

 
Total

Headcount 17             

 
Total

Salaries/year $1,665,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 4,300             
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Kitchen &
Cafeteria      1    9  1  16

               

 
Total

Headcount 11             

 
Total

Salaries/year $600,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 700             

               

Fitness Center              4

               

 
Total

Headcount 0             

 
Total

Salaries/year $0             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,600             

               

Child Care      1    2    2

               

 
Total

Headcount 3             

 
Total

Salaries/year $170,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 800             

               

Restrooms              16

               

 
Total

Headcount 0             

 
Total

Salaries/year $0             
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Total Square

Feet 6,400             

               
Reception

Area            1  2

               

 
Total

Headcount 1             

 
Total

Salaries/year $50,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 800             

               

Admin Area              2

               

 
Total

Headcount 0             

 
Total

Salaries/year $0             

 
Total Square

Feet 800             

               

Security          2   1  

               

 
Total

Headcount 2             

 
Total

Salaries/year $80,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 350             

               

Computer
Server Room              1
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Total

Headcount 0             

 
Total

Salaries/year $0             

 
Total Square

Feet 400             

               

Cold Rooms              2

               

 
Total

Headcount 0             

 
Total

Salaries/year $0             

 
Total Square

Feet 800             

               

Glassware
washing,

Media and
Reagent Prep,
Lab Stocking          8    4

               

 
Total

Headcount 8             

 
Total

Salaries/year $400,000             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,600             

               

Equipment
Room              8

               

 
Total

Headcount 0             
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Total

Salaries/year $0             

 
Total Square

Feet 1,600             

Headcount, Salaries, and Floor Space Totals
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

Total Scientific
Personnel

312  

Total
Non-Scientific

Personnel
126  

Total Overall
Headcount

438  

Total Overall
Salaries/year

$40,625,600  

Total Overall
Salaries/5 years

$203,128,000  

Total Overall
Workspace (sf)

128,450
Not counting parking,
landscaping, and land

for animals

Total Overall
Hallway (sf)

128,450
Including hallways
enough for forklifts

and equipment

Total Overall
Building (sf)

256,900  

   

Parking and
Landscaping (sf)

72,270  

   

Land for Animals
(sf)

871,200

It would probably be
best to build the

facility near to ranch
style land

   

Total Land (sf) 1,200,370  
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Building Costs
($130/sf)

$33,397,000  

Parking and
Landscaping
Costs ($2/sf)

$144,540  

Land for Animal
Costs ($5/sf)

$4,356,000  

   

Total Property
Costs

$37,897,540  
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Equipment Costs
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Chemistry         

 Medicinal 1

Molecular
Modeling

Software Suite
(40 Users) $450,000 $450,000    

         

 Synthetic 8 8ft Fume Hoods $40,000 $320,000    

  2
8 ft. Fume Hoods

- Walk in $50,000 $100,000    

  8
Rotary

Evaporators $25,000 $200,000    

  1

Centrifugal
Sample

Concentrator $240,000 $240,000    

  1 Semi-Prep HPLC $300,000 $300,000    

  1
Medium

Pressure LC $150,000 $150,000    

         

 Analytical 2
Analytical HPLC

LC/MS/DAD $600,000 $1,200,000    

  2

Analytical HPLC
LC/MS/DAD/ELS

D $900,000 $1,800,000    

  2
Mass

Spectrometers $500,000 $1,000,000    

  2

400MHz NMR;
inv. Probe;

Sampler
$1,200,00

0 $2,400,000    

  8
Rotary

Evaporators $25,000 $200,000    

  8 8ft Fume Hoods $40,000 $320,000    

  2
8 ft. Fume Hoods

- Walk in $50,000 $100,000    
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  1

Centrifugal
Sample

Concentrator $240,000 $240,000    

  1 Semi-Prep HPLC $300,000 $300,000    

  1
Medium

Pressure LC $150,000 $150,000    

     $9,470,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Screening  6
Analytical
Balance $7,000 $42,000    

  4 Bath Sonicator $10,000 $40,000    

  2
Hendrix Plate

Sonicator $100,000 $200,000    

  2 -80oC Freezer $22,000 $44,000    

  6
Real Time PCR

Machines $40,000 $240,000    

  6

Liquid Handling
Station (plus
accessories) $400,000 $2,400,000    

  6

Robotic High
Throughput
Screening
Systems

$1,000,00
0 $6,000,000    

     $8,966,000    

         

Basic Research         

  

Assay
Developme
nt

Cell & Tissue
Culture

Cell
Biology

Mechanism
of Action

M
ol
ec
ul
ar
Bi
ol
og
y

Pr
ot
ei
n

Ch
e

mi
str
y Total Cost

-80oC Freezer $22,000 2 4 4 3 4 2 $418,000

96/384 Well Plate
Reader $15,000 2 4 4 2 4 2 $270,000
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Acrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis $4,000 10  10 10 10 10 $200,000

Agarose Gel
Electrophoresis $4,000 10  10 10 10 10 $200,000

Centrifuge & Rotors $50,000 2 4 4 2 4 2 $900,000

CO2 Incubator $5,000 2 4 4 2   $60,000

Column
Chromatography $100,000      2 $200,000

Compound
Microscope $3,000 2 4 4 2   $36,000

Coulter Counter $12,000 1 2 2 3   $96,000

Flow Cytometer $30,000 1 2 2 1   $180,000

Fluorescent
Microscope $40,000 1 2 2 1   $240,000

FPLC $30,000      4 $120,000

GxP Security Kit for
LabChip GX $16,000    3   $48,000

Inverted
Microscope $6,000 1 2 2 1   $36,000

LabChip GX
(Caliper) $150,000    3   $450,000

Large Bacterial
Shaking Incubators $35,000  2 2  4  $280,000

Multidrop
Dispenser $15,000    3   $45,000

NanoDrop
Fluorospectromete
r $22,000    3   $66,000

PacBio DNA
Sequencer $200,000     1  $200,000

PCR Machines $20,000 5 10 10 5 10  $800,000

Electrophoresis
Imaging $20,000 1 2 2 1 2 1 $180,000

Plate Washer $13,000    3   $39,000
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Radioactive
Imaging $20,000 1 2 2 1 2 1 $180,000

Real Time PCR
Machines $100,000 2  2 2 2  $800,000

Refrigerator-Freeze
r $1,600 10 20 20 10 20 10 $144,000

Savant Speed Vac $5,000 2 2 2 2 4 4 $80,000

Small Bacterial
Shaking Incubators $20,000 2 4 4 2 4 1 $340,000

Spectrophotometer $30,000 1 2 2 1 2 1 $270,000

Tissue Culture
Hoods $10,000 1 6 6 2   $150,000

Titer Plate Shaker $2,000    6   $12,000

Ultracentrifuge &
Rotors $150,000 1 1 2 2 4 1

$1,650,00
0

Western Blot
System $80,000 1  2 2 1 4 $800,000

        
$9,490,00

0

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Animal
Testing/Animal
Care  100 Marmosets $2,000 $200,000    

  500 Mice $20 $10,000    

  100 Dogs $500 $50,000    

  100 Cats $500 $50,000    

  20 Horses $2,000 $40,000    

  1
Veterinary

Facility $500,000 $500,000    

     $850,000    

Bio-Informatics Insignificant        

         

Business
Development Insignificant        
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Clinical Affairs Insignificant        

         

EH&S Insignificant        

         

Business Executive President
Insignifican
t       

 Finance
Insignifican
t       

 
Intellectual
Property

Insignifican
t       

 Legal
Insignifican
t       

 Operations
Insignifican
t       

 Research
Insignifican
t       

 
Developmen
t

Insignifican
t       

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Facilities  1 Forklift $50,000 $50,000    

  1

Water
Purification

System $200,000 $200,000    

     $250,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Manufacturing and
Production  4

2000 Liter
Bioreactors $200,000 $800,000    

  4
20 Liter

Bioreactors $10,000 $40,000    

  4 Harvester $25,000 $100,000    

  10 Chromatography $200,000 $2,000,000    

     $2,940,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Purification  4 HPLC $50,000 $200,000    

  4 FPLC $35,000 $140,000    

  10 Chromatography $100,000 $1,000,000    
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  2
Centrifuge &

Rotors $50,000 $100,000    

  2
Ultracentrifuge &

Rotors $150,000 $300,000    

     $1,740,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

QA/QC  2
Mass

Spectrometers $500,000 $1,000,000    

  4
96/384 Well
Plate Reader $15,000 $60,000    

  2 -80oC Freezer $22,000 $44,000    

     $1,104,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Kitchen/Cafeteria  1

Commercial
Cooking and
Food Storage $400,000 $400,000    

     $400,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Fitness Center  1
Exercise

Equipment $100,000 $100,000    

     $100,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Admin Area  6 Printers, etc. $10,000 $60,000    

     $60,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Cold Rooms  4 Cold Rooms $50,000 $200,000    

     $200,000    

         

  Number Equipment Each Total    

Computers and
Servers  500

Computers and
Servers $2,000 $1,000,000    

     $1,000,000    
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  Number Equipment Each Total    

Glassware washing,
Media and Reagent
Prep, Lab Stocking  4 Autoclave $50,000 $200,000    

  4
Glassware

Washer $50,000 $200,000    

  4 Drying Oven $30,000 $120,000    

     $520,000    

         

         

    
GRAND
TOTAL

$37,090,00
0    
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General Labware
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

Total number of Scientific Personnel= 312   

  Each Total

Non-disposables Lab coats, Goggles, Pipetmen, etc. $3,300 $1,029,600

Disposables (5 years) Pipettes, Pipette Tips, Gloves, etc. $120,000
$37,440,00

0

    

  Total=
$38,469,60

0

Office Supplies
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

Total number of All Personnel= 438   

  Each Total

Non-disposables Office Supplies $2,500 $1,095,000

Disposables (5 years) Paper, printer supplies, etc. $2,000 $876,000

    

  Total= $1,971,000
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Total Costs Summary
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

 5 Years 1 Year

Salaries (5 years) $203,128,000
$40,625,60

0

Building and Land $37,897,540 $7,579,508

Utilities, etc. (5 years)
(Extrapolated from
Sierra Sciences) $50,000,000

$10,000,00
0

Equipment $37,090,000 $7,418,000

General Labware (5
years) $38,469,600 $7,693,920
Office Supplies (5
years) $1,971,000 $394,200

   

Total Amount Needed $368,556,140  

Start-up Costs
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

Building $37,897,540

Equipment $37,090,000

First Year Salaries $40,625,600

Non-Disposable Labware $1,029,600

First Year Disposable Labware $7,488,000

Non-Disposable Office Supplies $1,095,000
First Year Disposable Office
Supplies $175,200

First Year Utilities $10,000,000

  
Total Needed to be fully
operational

$135,400,94
0

Annual Costs After Fully Operational
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

Annual Salaries $40,625,600

Annual Disposable Labware $7,488,000
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Annual Disposable Office Supplies $175,200

Annual Utilities $10,000,000

  

Total Annual Needed $58,288,800
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Markets
Though the main markets that Sierra Sciences is pursuing are age reversal and increased
longevity in humans and pets, numerous other markets exist for the discoveries made at
Sierra Sciences. They include Pharmaceuticals, Natural Product Supplements, Pet
Products, Skin Care Products, Therapies, and Diagnostics. These markets include almost
all Diseases, Ailments, and Enhancements for humans and pets. Some of the key specific
markets are listed below:

● Human Pharmaceutical Telomerase Inducers
● Pet Pharmaceutical Telomerase Inducers
● Human Natural Product Telomerase Inducers
● Pet Natural Product Telomerase Inducers
● Supplement Pack for Telomere Protection
● Cosmetics
● Skin Care
● Wound Healing
● Eyecare
● Dental
● Hair Products
● ex vivo Therapies
● Stem Cell Enhancement
● Human Growth Hormone
● Pet Food Additives
● Human Telomerase Gene Therapy
● Dog Telomerase Gene Therapy
● Cat Telomerase Gene Therapy
● Horse Telomerase Gene Therapy
● Telomere Length Measurement
● TERT High Throughput Expression Assay
● High Throughput Assay for Cancer Detection
● Cancer Therapies
● Gene Editing
● All Human and Pet Healthcare, including eyecare, dental care, hair products, etc.
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Disease Targets (Telomeropathies)
Almost every disease ever heard of has now been associated with telomere shortening in
scientific peer reviewed studies. Simply lengthening the telomeres could provide
treatments and cures for almost all diseases. This is because most diseases are directly or
indirectly caused by short telomeres. Shortening of telomeres in the immune system
resulting in a weakened immune system accounts for many of the diseases listed below.

● Aging
● AIDS
● Aplastic Anemia
● Cancer
● Cardiomyopathy
● Cardiovascular Disease
● COPD
● Covid 19
● Critical Limb Ischemia
● Degenerative Disc Disease (See additional information below)
● Dementia (including Alzheimer’s)
● Demyelinating Disorders
● Down’s Syndrome
● Dyskeratosis Congenita
● Fanconi’s Anemia
● Idiopathic Infertility
● Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
● Immune Senescence
● Infectious Diseases
● Liver Cirrhosis
● Macular Degeneration
● Muscular Dystrophy
● Osteoarthritis
● Osteoporosis
● Progeria
● Rheumatoid Arthritis
● Skin Aging
● And many more (though the ones listed above will be the priorities)

Degenerative Disc Disease
This Disease Target is being highlighted here above others because:

1. Injection straight into spinal discs will minimize costs of gene therapy or other
drugs.

2. Results can be easily monitored by X-ray, CAT Scan, or MRI to view Disc
thickness

3. Immune system responses should be minimal if at all.
4. Injections into spinal discs are already a very regular routine procedure.
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5. Dr. Andrews Presented the idea as the Keynote Speaker at a Spine Disorder
Conference in New Zealand in 2018 and it was very well received.

6. The therapy has already been shown to work in dogs when treated ex vivo [1]
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Expected Cash Flow
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.

 Cash Flows (Shown in $Millions)

 
Revenue from "Supporting

Goals" projects Revenue from "Main Goals" projects  

Year
After
Beco
ming
Fully
Oper
atio
nal

Telome
rase

Gene
Therap

y

Immorta
l Pet

Cloning

Hu
man
Gro
wth
Hor
mon

e

Tel
o
m
er
e
Le
ng
th
M
ea
su
re
m
en
t

Tel
o
m
er
e
Pr
ot
ec
tio
n

Ph
ar
m
ac
eu
tic
al
to
Sl
o
w
Ag
in
g

Nu
tra
ce
uti
cal
to
Sl
o
w
Ag
in
g

Pharm
aceuti
cal to
Cure
Aging

Ca
nc
er

Dia
gn
ost
ics

Ca
nce

r
Tre
at

me
nts

Net Cash
Flow

1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2 $2 $20 $85 $1 $1 $1 $1 $0 $1 $1 $113

3 $20 $200
$17

0 $2 $2 $1 $1 $0
$1
0

$1
0 $416

4
$20,00

0
$200,00

0
$34

0 $2 $2 $1 $1 $0
$1
0

$1
0

$220,36
6

5
$40,00

0
$400,00

0
$34

0 $2 $2 $1 $1 $0
$1
0

$1
0

$440,36
6

6
$20,00

0
$200,00

0
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0

$221,36
4

7 $1,000 $100
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$2,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $3,464

8 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

9 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

10 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

11 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375
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12 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

13 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

14 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

15 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

16 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

17 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

18 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

19 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

20 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

21 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

22 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

23 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

24 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375

25 $10 $1
$34

0 $2 $2 $0 $0
$1,00

0
$1
0

$1
0 $1,375
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Net Income
Shown without including funding to become completely operational. All monetary values
below are in US Dollars.

Year
Revenue

Projection Cost of Goods Fixed Costs Net Income

1 $0 $77,112,140 $58,288,800 -$135,400,940

2 $113,000,000 $25,450,000 $58,288,800 $29,261,200

3 $416,000,000 $226,000,000 $58,288,800 $131,711,200

4 $220,366,000,000 $208,019,300,000 $58,288,800 $12,288,411,200

5 $440,366,000,000 $416,019,300,000 $58,288,800 $24,288,411,200

6 $221,364,200,000 $208,818,130,000 $58,288,800 $12,487,781,200

7 $3,464,000,000 $2,118,000,000 $58,288,800 $1,287,711,200

8 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

9 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

10 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

11 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

12 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

13 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

14 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

15 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

16 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

17 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

18 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

19 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

20 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

21 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

22 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

23 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

24 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

25 $1,375,000,000 $823,000,000 $58,288,800 $493,711,200

Net Profits
All monetary values below are in US Dollars.
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 Profits before Taxes

Year
Total

Expenses Total Revenue
Profits before

Taxes

1
$135,400,94

0 $0 -$135,400,940

2 $58,288,800 $113,000,000 $54,711,200

3 $58,288,800 $416,000,000 $357,711,200

4 $58,288,800
$220,366,000,00

0 $220,307,711,200

5 $58,288,800
$440,366,000,00

0 $440,307,711,200

6 $58,288,800
$221,364,200,00

0 $221,305,911,200

7 $58,288,800 $3,464,000,000 $3,405,711,200

8 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

9 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

10 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

11 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

12 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

13 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

14 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

15 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

16 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

17 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

18 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

19 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

20 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

21 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

22 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

23 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

24 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

25 $58,288,800 $1,375,000,000 $1,316,711,200

Assumptions Regarding Financials
1. A project like “Curing Aging” is a “Venturing into the Unknown” project. We will

not be pursuing a goal as straight-forward as inventing a driverless car or drone. I
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haven’t found a “Cure for Aging”. I have found a way to “Find a Cure for Aging”.
But I have found lots of “support of concept” that the way that I have found to
“Find a Cure for Aging” will work.

2. Projecting how long it will take me to “Find a Cure for Aging” is like asking John
Hanning Speke or Henry Morton Stanley how long it would take them to find the
source of the Nile in the mid 1800’s. They couldn’t have projected precisely how
long it would take them because they were “Venturing into the Unknown”.

3. Nevertheless, I am very confident that I can “Find the Cure for Aging” in 5 years
or less though “confidence” is not equivalent to “certainty”. Still, I have been very
successful, with all projects that I have undertaken in the past, in completing the
projects in the timeframes and costs that I projected; when appropriate funding,
and control of how the funding was spent, was available to me.

4. In the “Expected Cash Flows” Chart I show that the revenue from “Telomerase
Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and “Human Growth Hormone” subside
to almost nothing beginning after about 5 years. That is because, when we have
discovered the “Pharmaceutical to Cure Aging” no one will be interested in
“Telomerase Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and “Human Growth
Hormone” anymore because the “Pharmaceutical to Cure Aging” will work just
as well and be a lot more affordable.

5. Revenue from “Telomerase Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and
“Human Growth Hormone” should not subside completely to zero after about 5
years because there will always be some people that cannot tolerate the
“Pharmaceutical to Cure Aging”.

6. The chart for “Net Profits” shows that the profits should exceed the funding
needed by the third year. So, it is possible that I will not need to find additional
sources of funding after 3 years.
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The Science
No matter what else we do to cure aging, aging will never truly be cured unless we also

figure out a way to prevent telomere shortening. No other theory on aging is this
absolute!

Background
In 1961 Dr. Leonard Hayflick published a paper showing that human cells grown in a
petri dish do not divide indefinitely like most bacteria and other single cellular organisms
do [2]. Dr. Hayflick had essentially discovered “senescence”. This has since been
repeated by 1000’s of other labs and confirmed to be real. Dr. Hayflick and many others
were also able to show that cells obtained from a young person could divide more times
before reaching senescence then cells from an old person. This limit to the number of
times a human cell could divide became known as the “Hayflick Limit”. For at least the
next 35 years no one knew what caused senescence and it was considered as a feature of
mammalian cells that was impossible to prevent.  But, in 1998 Dr. Andrews and his team
showed that senescence could be prevented by preventing telomere shortening [3].

Telomeres were first discovered by Hermann Muller in 1938 and Barbara McClintock in
1940 [4, 5]. The discovery of how to prevent senescence by lengthening telomeres began
with the publication of the paper entitled “The Telomere Hypothesis of Aging” by Dr.
Calvin Harley and Dr. Richard Allsopp [6]. Prior to that publication no other theory to
explain aging made sense. A theory has to explain everything about aging not just some
of the things. If it can’t explain everything than the theory is flawed or incomplete. Key
problems with all other theories are that they couldn’t explain why people that lived near
the North and South Poles aged at the same rate as people that lived near the equator. All
those theories also couldn’t explain why Dogs and Cats age at entirely different rates than
humans. But the Telomere Theory of Aging explained everything.

Frustrated from over 30 years of being unable to logically or statistically justify any of
the other theories about aging, Dr. Andrews found himself almost instantly working with
Drs. Harley and Allsopp at Geron Corporation to test their hypothesis after reading their
paper. Dr. Andrews had concluded years earlier that the only way to explain everything
about aging was to propose the existence of a ticking clock in human cells. He envisioned
that human cells must have something equivalent to “ride tickets at an amusement park”
that get used up one at a time each time a human cell divides. Telomere shortening was
the first thing, and still only thing, that Dr. Andrews ever learned of that could be
equivalent to the ride tickets. In order to test Harley’s and Allsopp’s hypothesis, Dr.
Andrews first had to discover an enzyme called Human Telomerase that Harley and
Allsopp proposed to exist in human cells that could lengthen telomeres. Labs all over the
world spent years painstakingly searching for the existence of human telomerase with no
success. Dr. Andrews began working with Harley and Allsopp in December of 1993 and
his team discovered the gene for the “human Telomerase RNA” (hTR) component of
human telomerase, on the “q” arm of Chromosome 3, within three months in early April
of 1994. The paper was published in 1995 [7]. Shortly, thereafter, his team discovered the
RNA component of telomerase in other animals including mice (mTR), canines (cTR),
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felines (fTR), and etc.  He also found that none of the mammalian RNA components
showed any sequence resemblance to the RNA component previously discovered in
tetrahymena [8] nine years earlier. Dr. Andrews’ team was able to show that hTR was not
the key to why most cells have telomere shortening because hTR was present even in
cells that experienced telomere shortening [7]. It was ubiquitous in all human cells.
Nevertheless, Dr. Andrews’ team was able to show that the anti-sense of hTR inhibits
telomere lengthening and kills almost all cancer cells, by forcing their telomeres to
shorten, and causing the cancers to die from aging, without having any effect on
non-cancer cells [7]. This not only proved that hTR was essential for telomerase function,
but its inhibition was hailed as one of the greatest discoveries ever towards possibly
curing cancer.

Because hTR is ubiquitous in human cells, there had to be more to the puzzle of
regulating telomere length than just the RNA component. In 1997 Dr. Andrews team
discovered [9] the “human Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase” (hTERT, originally called
hTRT) gene on the “p” arm of Chromosome 5. They discovered that this gene encodes
the protein component of human telomerase and they showed the protein component was
NOT ubiquitous in all human cells. They found the protein component only in cells that
lengthened telomeres and it was completely absent from cells that didn’t lengthen
telomeres [9]. It became immediately obvious that they had finally discovered the key
component of telomerase that regulated telomere length. Shortly, thereafter, Dr. Andrews
team discovered the Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase component of telomerase in other
animals including tetrahymena (tTERT) [9, 10], mice (mTERT), canines (cTERT), felines
(fTERT), and etc. A few months later his team showed that the introduction of hTERT
into cells experiencing senescence caused them to totally obliterate the Hayflick Limit
and completely overcome senescence [3] by preventing the shortening of telomeres. Dr.
Andrews team had shown for the first time ever that the reason human cells experience
senescence, and the Hayflick Limit, was because of telomere shortening and the

prevention of
telomere
shortening, all by
itself, was
sufficient enough
to completely
prevent
senescence and the
Hayflick limit [3].
This discovery
was also hailed as
“The Cure for
Aging”. But that
was premature
because much
more work was,
and still is, needed
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to convert this discovery into a cure. Nevertheless, telomeres and telomerase finally made
their mark.

Because of this work, the 2009 Nobel Prize for Medicine was awarded to the scientists
[11] who, in the mid 1980s, first characterized telomere DNA sequences and discovered
the existence of an enzyme called telomere terminal transferase that can lengthen
telomeres in a single cell pond scum organism called Tetrahymena [8]. The discovery of a
similar enzyme, called Human Telomerase, by Dr. Andrews and his team, and their
subsequent demonstration that lengthening telomeres using Telomerase in human cells
reversed their aging, caused interest in telomeres in the scientific community to soar (See
adjacent graph). A study published in the January 2011 journal Nature [12]
demonstrating that activating telomerase in engineered mice actually reversed their aging
has further fueled this excitement and has provided the clearest support of concept yet
that aging can be reversed through telomerase gene induction.

Telomeropathies
In the last 60 years, almost every disease ever heard of has been shown to be connected to
the senescence process, and thus telomere shortening. Many of these diseases have been
shown to have a direct causal relation with senescence while many have been shown to
be indirectly caused by senescence of cells in the immune system. The most prominent of
these diseases in the scientific peer reviewed literature are listed below:

AIDS
Alzheimer’s
Aging
Aplastic Anemia
Cancer
Cardiovascular Disease
Cardiomyopathy
CIDP
Common Cold
COPD
Covid 19
Cri du Chat syndrome
Critical Limb Ischemia
Degenerative Disc Disease

Dementia
Demyelinating Disorders
Down’s Syndrome
Dyskeratosis Congenita
Fanconi’s Anemia
Hypertension
Idiopathic Pulmonary
Fibrosis
Idiopathic Infertility
Immune Senescence
Kidney Fibrosis
Liver Cirrhosis
Macular Degeneration
Metabolic Disease

Multiple Sclerosis
Muscular Dystrophy
Neurodegeneration
Osteoarthritis
Osteoporosis
Peripheral Neuropathy
Progeria
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Skin Aging
Tuberous Sclerosis
Werner’s Syndrome
And Many Others

It has been known for over 20 years that Telomere Length is the actual cause of all these diseases
in humans ever since senescence was shown to be directly caused by short telomeres in humans.
And many telomere studies have since reproduced these same findings in mice [13-18]. All these
diseases are now referred to as Telomeropathies and, lengthening telomeres is expected to be a
way to treat and oftentimes cure these Telomeropathies.

What’s a Telomere?
At the tips of every chromosome in the human body are biological “clocks” called “telomeres”.
Telomeres are made up of a double stranded DNA sequences in which the top strand is
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5’-TTAGGG-3’ repeated thousands of times in tandem. Elsewhere in this document telomeres
were referred to as something similar to ride tickets at an amusement park in which each ticket
comprises about 7 repeats of 5’-TTAGGG-3’. When a person is first conceived as a single cell
embryo the telomeres are about 15,000 bases in length. Bases are components of DNA, like
beads on a string, and there are four types of bases called A, C, G, and T. Each entire
Chromosome is made up of these bases and the very long string of beads can be thought of as
being analogous to a very long shoelace in which the caps or aglets of the shoelaces are
equivalent to the telomeres. Along the shoelace is found genes that are also made up of these
bases. It is, in fact, the sequence of these bases, within our genes, that determines whether our
eyes will blue or brown, our hair will be brunette or blonde, our height will be tall or short, etc.

Every time our cells divide our telomeres get a little bit shorter, and this is where all the trouble
begins. There is so much cell division needed to go from a single cell embryo to a newborn baby
that by the time a person is born their telomeres have already shortened down to 10,000 bases.
But that is still OK. That’s like cutting 1/3 of the aglet off of a shoelace. The shoelace still works
fine. But the problem doesn’t end there. A person still has a lot more cell divisions to experience
as they grown in size, heal their wounds, fight their infections, etc. As the telomeres get shorter
and shorter the cells function less and less effectively. When telomeres get down to 5,000 bases
in length, often referred to as “critically short”, cell division stops, the cells lose the ability to
function, and the cell eventually atrophies and dies. When this occurs in a majority of the
significant cells, the person dies of old age.

In many cases some tissues will experience increased rates of cell division during a person’s life,
resulting in accelerated telomere shortening and early tissue failure. This is often how such
ailments as Liver Cirrhosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Multiple Sclerosis, Kidney Fibrosis, Immune
Senescence, etc. result. The increased rates of cell division can be caused by a need to repair
genetic damage to tissues, such as Muscular Dystrophy, or a need to repair lifestyle damage
(such as from drinking alcohol) to tissues, such as Liver Cirrhosis. The resulting accelerated
telomere shortening will kill the tissue and often the person sooner than was meant to be.

The reason that telomeres shorten when cells divide is actually due to inefficient replication of
the chromosomal DNA by enzymes called DNA polymerases. When cells divide the DNA of the
chromosomes needs to be replicated (i.e., duplicated) so that the two new daughter cells each get
a copy of the same DNA that the parent cell had. But almost all human cells lack the ability to
replicate the DNA completely to the very ends and so the new replicated chromosome becomes
shorter than the original chromosome that it was copied from.

What is Telomerase?
But some cells don’t experience this telomere shortening during DNA replication. These cells
include most single cell organisms such as yeast, protozoa, and algae. The reason that these cells
don’t experience telomere shortening is because they produce the enzyme telomerase that
replicates the regions of the ends of the DNA that the polymerases were originally unable to
replicate. This results in a complete, non-shortened, copies of the original chromosomes.

Primordial Germ Cells (aka Reproductive Cells) in mammals also don’t experience telomere
shortening. Primordial Germ Cells are the cells that produce the sperm and eggs in mammals. If
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Primordial Germ Cells didn’t produce telomerase, then offspring would be born with shorter
telomeres than their parents. And every new generation afterwards would be born with shorter
and shorter telomeres until the chromosomes shortened to nothing. Under such circumstances all
mammals would have become extinct on earth millions of years ago. So that is why mammals
and other animals with linear chromosomes have the enzyme telomerase; they cannot exist as a
species without it.

Why is Telomerase NOT Produced in All our Cells?
The Telomerase gene (hTERT) is shut off in all human cells because survival of a species is more
successful when the old are removed from the population after they have raised their young.
Shutting off the hTERT gene millions of years ago was really a means to evolve aging in
humans. But shutting hTERT off wasn’t the only way that humans could have evolved aging. In
fact, very few animals evolved aging by this mechanism.

Many mechanisms have evolved to elicit aging is animals including mitochondrial dysfunction,
oxidative stress, and etc. All animals, even humans, experience most of these aging mechanisms,
but if aging mechanisms are thought of as sticks of dynamite burning inside of cells, it’s really
only the stick of dynamite with the shortest fuse that the animal needs to worry about. In humans
that stick of dynamite with the shortest fuse is telomeres. In most other animals other
mechanisms of eliciting aging have the shortest fuses. In fact, the only animals discovered so far
whose primary mechanism of aging is telomere shortening are humans, some non-human
primates, dogs, cats, horses, sheep, pig, and deer [19].

All rodents, including mice, have telomerase activity produced in all their cells and have no
telomere shortening [20]. Their main mechanism of aging is oxidative stress. When mouse cells
are grown in a petri dish, they do reach something equivalent to the Hayflick Limit or
senescence, but the senescence is not abolished by expressing telomerase. But it is abolished by
introducing antioxidants to the growth media. Senescence in human cells, on the other hand, is
unaffected by antioxidants. Humans have more than 10 times the amount of the antioxidant
Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) in their cells than mice do [21].  But as mentioned before,
senescence is completely abolished in human cells by introducing the telomerase gene to
lengthen telomeres. So, mice, and other rodents, do not make good models for studying human

aging.

And then, there are some species of animals that
appear to have no detectable aging. For some reason
they were successful as surviving as a species without
it. These include Lobsters [22], Tortoises, Humpback
Whales, Clams, some birds, and some fish [19]. These
animals don’t have any telomere shortening, and
apparently don’t have oxidative stress or
mitochondrial dysfunction problems either. They also
rarely get cancer and other diseases. Their lack of
aging is one of the main reasons that I call human
aging a disease. And it is one of the main reasons that
I believe that aging can be cured.
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Pre-clinical studies to show efficacy of lengthening telomeres might be difficult with such a
shortage of animals to choose from that experience telomere shortening. And the large size of the
available animals could make pre-clinical studies expensive and difficult. However, Pygmy
Marmosets might be the animal of choice since studies have shown that they do experience
telomere shortening [23], are closely related to humans on the evolutionary tree, and are the size
of mice (see adjacent photo).

Why is aging important for the survival of a species?
“Survival of the Fittest” means survival of the fittest “species” not the fittest “individual” within
a species. From an evolutionary perspective a species is more likely to survive a rapidly
changing environment if it eliminates its old. A billion years ago our ancestors probably didn’t
age. Aging is something that most successful species evolved because it increases the shuffling
of their genes within the species. That is, eliminating the old members of a species makes it more
likely that the offspring will be able to interbreed without having to compete with the parents
trying to re-breed. And interbreeding of the offspring provides more gene shuffling than
re-breeding by the parents.

If every member of species A had the same genetics and every member of species B had
differences in their genetics and the atmosphere suddenly became rich in chlorine gas, it is far
more likely that at least a few members of species B will have the genetics that enable them to
survive the new atmosphere than any member of species A will have. Species A will become
extinct and species B will gradually recover to become a sprawling population again.

The more the genes are shuffled in a species the more likely it is that the species will survive a
rapidly changing environment. There is actually no evolutionary advantage to living longer than
it takes to raise your young. After you’ve raised your young you are actually an interference to
the success of your species. Humans, many non-human primates, dogs, cats, horses, sheep, pig,
and deer evolved a means to eliminate the old by shutting off the telomerase gene. And the
length of their telomeres evolved to be just the right length to allow them to stay healthy just
long enough to raise their young but no longer.

But humans are now smarter than evolution. Our species will still survive if we decrease the rate
of gene shuffling in our species. Not only can we now control the survival of our “species” and
other “species” by other means, but we can also control the survival of each “individual” within
each species. Survival of the individual has never been the focus of evolution, but it is my focus.
So, I’m going to turn the telomerase gene back on in all of us and all our pets that also suffer
from telomere shortening.

I’m not the first to suggest that we allow the rate of gene shuffling in our species to be reduced.
Human have been reducing gene shuffling since the invention of monogamy. Humans and other
animals would have probably never survived the rapidly changing environments that the earth
experienced over the millenniums if they had always been monogamous. Even today’s birds that
are often thought to be monogamous have been shown to be non-monogamous by paternity
testing of their eggs [24, 25].
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We no longer need to be a slave to evolution.

How can the Telomerase Gene be Turned Back On?
Telomerase is too big to enter cells efficiently. So, swallowing telomerase or injecting it into the
blood cannot lengthen telomeres within the cells. Telomerase needs to be produced inside the
cells in order for it to do its job. Since we know that primordial germ cells can already produce
telomerase, we know that the gene for producing telomerase is in all our other cells too; it is just
shut off.

One way to produce telomerase in all our cells is to find a way to turn the Telomerase gene on in
all our cells. This is called “Telomerase Gene Induction”. Another way to produce telomerase in
all our cells is to deliver a new telomerase gene to our cells that is already turned on. This is
called “Telomerase Gene Delivery” or “Telomerase Gene Therapy”.

As I mentioned above, Sierra Sciences has already invented and produced a Telomerase Gene
Therapy. Unfortunately, it is a very expensive approach and so it is not considered Sierra
Sciences’ main goal because only the super-wealthy could afford it. However, it can provide
“proof of concept” that lengthening telomeres provides health benefits to humans and pets. And
the super-wealthy that would be treated with the Telomerase Gene Therapy would be providing
Sierra Sciences with revenue to fund the “Telomerase Gene Induction” approach, Sierra Sciences
main goal, which should be very affordable by everyone.

So, our patented Telomerase Gene Therapy is ready now to treat patients that can afford it. Our
engineered telomerase gene is delivered to cells using the same mechanisms that the
Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV) uses to deliver its own genes to cells during an infection except
that now the AAV genes are no longer part of the package that gets delivered with our engineered
Telomerase Gene. All patients wishing to be treated would be required to participate in a clinical
study at their own cost if outside funding is not available. The FDA has recently enabled it so
that patients can pay for their own participation in clinical studies under the following
circumstances:

FDA regulations permit such trials in “extraordinary circumstances,” such as when the drug
being tested has a price tag so high that the trial couldn’t otherwise be run.
-Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations (FDA) – June 2016 21 CFR 312.8(b)(1)(iii)

Also, in the U.S., the FDA has recently allowed special provisions for gene therapy studies that
will allow quicker and easier approval under the new Regenerative Medicine Advanced Therapy
(RMAT) designation.
-Section 3033 of the 21st Century Cures Act.

The “Telomerase Gene Induction” approach, on the other hand, will first require 1-3 years of
research before Sierra Sciences will have something available for testing in animals and humans.
Sierra Sciences needs to conduct research to discover a pharmaceutical or nutraceutical that can
induce sufficient amounts of telomerase to lengthen telomeres. All genes are regulated by
mechanisms similar to dimmer light switches that we use to change the lighting in a room. Using
our proprietary robotic high throughput hTERT gene expression assay we have already tested
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more than 400,000 chemicals and natural products. Originally, we tested both chemicals and
natural products at random since we were completely venturing into the unknown. But we
discovered several of each that induced telomerase expression (We call those “Hits”). Analysis
of the hits allowed us to begin designing our own chemicals, using medicinal chemistry, and
allowed us to begin selecting specific natural products for subsequent testing. This increased our
rate of finding stronger and stronger hits dramatically.

Presently, our strongest hit is a chemical that our medicinal chemistry group designed called
C0314818. It is so named because it was our 314,818th chemical that we tested. It induces
telomerase expression to approximately 16% of the level needed to lengthen telomeres.
Extrapolating from our rate of finding stronger and stronger hits we determined that we should
discover a hit potent enough to lengthen telomeres within 1-3 years if the necessary funding to
conduct such research was available. Such a hit could be developed into a commercial
pharmaceutical.

The Tug-of-War
Life is all about Tug-of-Wars. Every disease, for example, has forces promoting the disease and
forces fighting the disease. The progression of the disease is all based on which side of the
Tug-of-War is winning. The same is true for aging and the same is true for telomere length.
Many things cause telomeres to shorten but the main ones are cell division, oxidative stress, and
inflammation. Only one thing lengthens telomeres and that is telomerase. DNA recombination
can also lengthen telomeres in a process called “Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT)”,
but that process is only found in some mutated cancer cells and it might be best to avoid trying to
intentionally induce such a process.

Nevertheless, shortening or lengthening of telomeres all depends on the strength of the forces on
each side of the Tug-of-War. Sierra Sciences has already discovered many inducers of
telomerase, and many of these are already on the market. But, so far, none of them are strong
enough to win over the opposing forces that are shortening telomeres. Nevertheless, these
telomerase inducers can slow down the opposing forces resulting in slower rates of telomere
shortening, and thus slower aging. Sierra Sciences has not conducted any clinical studies yet to
demonstrate slowing of aging because slowing of aging is next to impossible to measure.
Reversal of aging, on the other hand, will be very easy to measure. Many studies have been
published suggesting that supplements [26], therapies [27], and lifestyles [28] can lengthen
telomeres. But those studies are recklessly flawed. Nothing has ever been discovered that can
truly lengthen telomeres except for telomerase gene therapy. And not even telomerase gene
therapy has been shown to win the Tug-of-War in humans yet. But we are close.
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Lack of Consensus in the Field
You can always find support for what you wish to be true.

There is a lot of debate in the field of anti-aging as to exactly what aging is. And what does it
mean to cure it or reverse it? There are also a lot of claims that aging has already been cured.
Why is this? Everyone can look at Betty White who is now 99 years old (born January 17, 1922)
and see that she has aged considerably since she was 25. But what has changed? We can all see
and clearly recognize the change. But we cannot exactly define it. Nevertheless, in my opinion,
the Betty White test is really the only true measure of aging.

Even measuring telomere lengths is not a good measure of aging; but only because it is so
difficult to do and inconsistent. Scientists have also developed and marketed other measurements
of aging such as DNA methylation, IgG Glycosylation, NAD levels, etc. that might be more
accurate than measuring telomere lengths. But, in all cases, reversing the marker doesn’t mean
you’ve reversed aging. It only means you’ve reversed the marker. Nevertheless, many companies
are selling products that they claim reverse aging because they reversed one of the markers.

No Supplement, lifestyle, or therapy can really be said to truly reverse aging unless it also passes
the Betty White Test.

Even peer reviewed studies are often inaccurate and shouldn’t be trusted. As an example, two
peer reviewed studies are shown below. They are from the exact same journal in issues that are
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only two weeks apart from each other. But the two studies report the exact opposite results from
each other. They both can’t be
right. To really be able to tell the
difference of fact versus fiction, the
reader needs to be good at “Critical
Meta-Analysis of Scientific Peer
Reviewed Studies”. To do so
requires a good knowledge of the
science as well as an expertise in
statistical theory, probability, logic,
and data analysis. The term
“Scientific Peer Reviewed” means
that it must be reviewed by peers in
the field and approved before the
study can be accepted for
publication. “Meta-Analysis”
means that the reader reads many
studies, not just the one, and forms
a consensus from the various, often
opposing, results. Typically, if you
find that “ten” scientific peer
reviewed studies say one thing, and
“one” scientific peer reviewed

study says the opposite, you are probably best to conclude that the ten studies are correct and the
one isn’t. However, “Critical” takes this one step further. Look at the data in each paper. Does it
look correct? Are the proper controls all there? Did the controls behave as they should have?
Was the statistical analysis done correctly? Can you, yourself, reproduce the same results? And,
etc. Such “Critical” Meta-Analysis often leads to the conclusion that the “one” paper was the
only correct paper and the “ten” were all incorrect.
Critical Meta-Analysis of Scientific Peer Reviewed Studies is something that Dr. Andrews is
very good at. This has led him to an understanding of aging and other things that are very
different than other scientists that are not as skilled at this type of analysis. This is also why he
has been able, many times, to achieve results that many others were unable to succeed at. See
Accomplishments.
Nevertheless, you can find anything to support what you believe in scientific peer reviewed
studies if you read only one study.
From all of Dr. Andrews’ Critical Review of Scientific Peer Reviewed Studies he believes the
following:

1. The only measure of aging is the Betty White Test. All others only measure markers.
2. The only way to show that aging has been reversed is to show that someone passes the

Betty White Test. Otherwise, only the biomarker has been really reversed.
3. Aging did not evolve to prevent cancer; a theory referred to as “Antagonistic Pleiotropy”.

Aging evolved to eliminate the old so that the offspring can interbreed to provide
increased shuffling of genes. The more variations in gene combinations the more likely a
species is to survive a rapidly changing environment. There is no evolutionary advantage
to living longer than it takes to raise your young. Afterwards, you are just in the way.
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4. In humans, telomerase is only produced in “Primordial Germ Cells”.
5. People that suffer from telomeropathies when they are young usually do so because their

parents had a deficient telomerase enzyme in their primordial germ line cells. So, they
were born with shorter telomeres than normal because their parents were unable to
maintain them long due to deficient telomerase.

6. A young child that suffers from a telomeropathy usually does so because at least one of
their parents had a deficient telomerase gene; not because the young child has a deficient
telomerase gene. However, 50% of the time the young child is going to have the deficient
telomerase gene anyway because they inherited it from one of their parents. In such
cases, their children, if they can have any, will have even a more severe telomeropathy.

7. Very few animals age by telomere shortening. Most animals found other ways to
eliminate the old. The only animals that have been discovered so far that eliminate the old
by letting their telomeres shorten is Humans, some non-human primates, Dogs, Cats,
Horses, Sheep, Pig, and Deer. Even though Lemus are considered Non-human primates
they don’t experience telomere shortening. On the other hand, Marmosets do.

8. All rodents, including mice, age mainly by oxidative stress and mitochondrial
dysfunction.

9. Telomere shortening is a real thing in humans and some animals. Telomeres do shorten
every time a cell divides. When telomeres get as short as 5,000 bases the cell loses the
ability to function. This is an absolute undeniable truth known by every scientist that
works with human cells in the lab. It’s not just a theory.

10. Telomeres don’t really shorten, degrade, fray, or erode. When Chromosomal DNA is
replicated the newly synthesized DNA is just made to be shorter than the original DNA
without any shortening occurring at all. Damage to telomeres, such as by oxidative stress,
can cause telomeres to get shorter. But this is easily controlled by antioxidants and
avoiding DNA damaging agents. Nevertheless, even I refer to shorter telomeres in older
people as a result of telomere shortening. Bottom line, normal human cells lack the
ability to replicate their chromosomal DNA all the way to the very end and, as a result,
newly synthesized chromosomal DNAs are shorter than the original chromosomal DNAs.

Guidelines to recognize fact from fiction:
1 Listen Carefully – Did They Really Say Anything Useful
2 Is Their Mission Really to Cure Aging, or Just Make Money?
3 Ignore the Buzz Words like “Epigenetics”, “Deep Learning”, “Systems Biology”, and

“Artificial Intelligence”. They all were commonplace long before they had names.
4 Ignore the Sound Bites like “Nobel Prize”
5 Don’t Go Just on Faith; What is the Scientist’s Background. What has the Scientists

Accomplished Before.
6 Don’t Rely on Hearsay; Look for the Real Reproducible Data
7 Statistics Can be Easily Manipulated
8 Don’t Buy in Just Because They are Entertaining.
9 Insist on the “Why” the Theory Looks Promising
10 Insist on the “How” the Theory is Going to Work
11 Make Certain the Study Authors Really Understand the Science Themselves
12 Be Critical of “Before” and “After” Photos
13 Expect More than Just Reversal of a BioMarker
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14 Don’t Fall Just for the Animal Data

No matter what else we do to cure aging, aging will never truly be cured unless we also figure
out a way to prevent telomere shortening. No other theory on aging is this absolute!
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Scientific History of Sierra Sciences
Dr. Andrews’ main goal is to develop a safe supplement or therapeutic that induces sufficient
telomerase expression in human cells to reverse aging and declining health in humans.  He
initiated work on this project in 1993 at Geron Corporation where he led the research that
discovered human telomerase. When Geron redirected its focus to Cancer and Embryonic Stem
Cells Dr. Andrews founded Yonder Technologies Inc in 1998 to continue his research to “Find
the Cure for Aging”.  Yonder Technologies became Sierra Sciences Inc in 1999 when Dr.
Andrews found his first investors.

At that time there were no known telomerase inducers in the world and so Dr. Andrews’ work
began as a very broad exploratory research program for any clue of a path to follow. He was
venturing into the unknown. Hindered by the lack of a positive control and an assay to detect
telomerase induction much of the initial work was done by a lot of best-guessing and tedious
brute-force work, such as in vitro mutagenesis, transient promoter-reporter assays, gel-shift
analysis, etc., etc., to understand the mechanisms involved in telomerase gene regulation.
Nevertheless, eight years later, in November 2007 Dr. Andrews and his team found the very first
telomerase inducer ever, C0057684, so named because it was the 57,684th chemical tested.

Sierra Sciences measured the potency of C0057684 by comparing the amount of telomerase
expression that it induced to the amount of telomerase expression that they could observe in
HeLa cells. HeLa is a cancer cell line that produces low levels of telomerase, just enough to keep
the telomeres from shortening. Since no one has ever found an immortal cell line with less
telomerase, Sierra Sciences made the assumption, and still does, that HeLa cells produce the
minimum amount of telomerase necessary to maintain telomere lengths and remain immortal.
This assumption could be wrong, and the minimum amount could actually be lower. This would
only mean that we are closer to our goal than we expect. Nevertheless, C0057684 scored about
50 times weaker telomerase induction than what HeLa cells predicted was needed to reverse
aging.

Despite the low score, Dr. Andrews was now armed with a positive control to develop and
optimize sensitive assays to streamline the process of finding even more potent telomerase
inducers. Using the positive control Dr. Andrews’ team was able to invent a proprietary
Real-Time High Throughput PCR assay (called the hTERT screen) that could screen chemicals
and natural products very quickly using robotic systems. Sierra Sciences is still the only lab in
the world with such an assay as of 2021. And Sierra Sciences keeps it as a trade secret.

With this assay Sierra Sciences was able to quickly screen >300,000 synthetic random chemicals
and 10,000 nutraceuticals and found more than 900 hits (i.e., chemicals or nutraceuticals that
induced telomerase expression). By analyzing the chemical structures of all the chemical hits,
Sierra Sciences was able to see that many of the hits were very similar in structure to other
chemical hits. Using their structural similarities, Sierra Sciences was able to group these 900+
hits into 39 families of chemicals and use the information derived from their structures (called
Structure-Activity Relationships or SAR) to design new chemicals by medicinal chemistry.
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About this time the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 prevented the investors from providing
additional funding. Sierra Sciences focused all its attention on one family of hits, called Family
5, and spent its remaining funds to design and test new derivatives of this family with surprising
success. In just a few months Sierra Sciences was able to discover chemicals that were more than
3 times more potent than any other chemical discovered from random screening. The most potent
chemical that Sierra Sciences discovered before exhausting all of its investment funding was
C0314818, so named because it was the 314,818th chemical tested. C0314818 scored 16% on the
HeLa scale. Extrapolating from the rate of finding stronger and stronger hits, Sierra Sciences was
able to predict that it could find a hit scoring higher than 100% on the HeLa scale in 1-3 years if
it was able to sustain the level of funding it had before 2008.

To survive, Sierra Sciences licensed its best nutraceutical telomerase inducers to Isagenix to
market a product called Isagenesis and licensed C0314818 to the Chase Life Extension
Foundation (CLEF) to market skin care products called TAM-818. Sierra Sciences then used the
licensing fees and subsequent royalties to focus on making more discoveries to license to other
Go-To-Market partners as a means to generate royalty funding to fund its research to “Find the
Cure for Aging”.

Though Sierra Sciences has still not achieved the level funding yet needed to resurrect its
research to “Find the Cure for Aging” Dr. Andrews and his team have invented many
technologies and product ingredients that have been, or can be, licensed to other Go-To-Market
partners to generate additional funding for its research. So far, Sierra Sciences has established
Go-To-Market partnerships with seven companies. Since 2010 all research funding has come
from licensing fees and royalties generated from these Go-To-Market partners.
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Business History of Sierra Sciences
Highlights
Yonder Technologies Inc. founded February 25, 1998
Sierra Sciences Inc.  founded July 20, 1999
Sierra Sciences LLC founded November 2006
C0057684 discovered November 6th, 2007
C0314818 (aka TAM-818) discovered June 11, 2010
Andrews Inc founded November 30, 2012

Dr. Andrews made the decision in January 1998 that to “Find the Cure for Aging” he would need
to start his own company that was 100% focused on that mission. Despite having no experience
in business, he began writing the business plan and soon afterwards founded Yonder
Technologies Inc on February 25, 1998. Seventeen months later, on July 20, 1999, in conjunction
with the closing of a seed stage financing of $1.2 million in common stock invested by six
“angel” investors, led by Daniel H. Fylstra, Yonder Technologies was re-organized into a Nevada
corporation called Sierra Sciences Inc (SSI). Dan Fylstra became the company’s President, after
Dr. Andrews refused that role, and Dr. Andrews became SSI’s Vice President of Research. SSI
then began executing Dr. Andrews’ research strategy. From inception through August 2001, SSI
worked under a program at the University of Nevada, in Reno (UNR), called the Applied
Research Initiative (ARI) program.  This program enabled private companies to work in offices
and laboratories on the UNR campus, make use of laboratory equipment, libraries and other
resources, and collaborate with a faculty principal investigator – in SSI’s case, Dr. Kenneth W.
Hunter, Professor of Microbiology, Vice President of Research at UNR, and Dean of the
Graduate School.  In August of 2001, Sierra Sciences moved to its current facilities on Rock
Boulevard in Reno, NV. The 5,000 square foot facility was, and still is, mostly made up of lab
space equipped with every piece of scientific equipment necessary to do the initial stages of
finding a “Cure for Aging”. Over the course of the next seven years, Sierra Sciences Inc. raised a
total of $16.7 million through several rounds of common and preferred series A and B stock
issuances, initiated research in High Throughput Screening, and expanded the size of its facility
to 7,000 square feet. In late 2006, it became apparent that only two investors, Richard Offerdahl
and Pierluigi Zappacosta were able to continue funding Sierra Sciences’ research and the
company was reorganized to be taxed as a partnership. Sierra Sciences LLC was formed in
November of 2006 and the LLC purchased all of the assets of Sierra Sciences Inc. soon
thereafter. After that, Richard Offerdahl and Pierluigi Zappacosta invested monthly at
approximately $300,000 per month.

After 2006 Sierra Sciences LLC saw much scientific progress. It discovered its first telomerase
inducer, called C0057684, on November 6th, 2007. This positive control enabled Sierra Sciences
to invent a high-throughput screening protocol allowing Sierra Sciences LLC to robotically assay
up to 4,000 chemical compounds per week for their ability to generate telomerase activity when
added to human cells. Very quickly, over 300,000 random compounds were screened and 900+
telomerase inducers were discovered that were all more potent than TA-65 (a weak natural
product telomerase inducer that Dr. Andrews helped discover when he was at Geron
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Corporation). The discovery of so many telomerase inducers allowed Sierra Sciences to launch
its Medicinal Chemistry phase of drug discovery research in which the medicinal chemists were
able to organize the 900+ inducers into 39 different families based on chemical structure and use
this data to design new chemicals for screening. With the launch of this new phase Sierra
Sciences’ facility expanded to its present 10,000 square feet of very equipped laboratory space.

Due to consequences of the global financial crisis of 2008, funding decreased significantly. In
response, Sierra Sciences reduced its staff and operations dramatically in order to reduce
expenses. Despite this reduction, on June 11, 2010 Sierra Sciences discovered C0314818 that
induces telomerase expression to 16% of HeLa, more than 3-fold more potent than any inducer
discovered when screening chemicals earlier at random.

Anticipating further decline in research funding, Sierra Sciences licensed their natural product
telomerase inducers to a company called Dream Master on September 8th, 2010 in exchange for
royalties from the sales of products containing these hits. Dream Master became Sierra Sciences
first Go-To-Market partner. Dream Master combined some of the more potent of hits to form the
product called Product B (aka Isagenesis) that is presently distributed by Isagenix. Sierra
Sciences LLC began to collect royalties from Dream Master on October 10th, 2011 and is still
doing so today. Isagenix has been successfully marketing these now for more than 10 years. All
agreements with Dream Master have long expired so there is no possibility of contract
infringement. However, Sierra Sciences still receives royalties from the sales of “Isagenesis” and
“Complete Essentials with Isagenesis” and will continue to do so as long as Isagenix markets the
products. All royalties are used to fund the research to “Find the Cure for Aging”.

In November 2011 Sierra Sciences LLC found a new investor, Christian Chase, who invested
$1.1 million. This brought the total investment in Sierra Sciences to $33 Million. That was the
last investment that Sierra Sciences ever received. All subsequent funding, totaling about $10
Million as of 2021, has come from royalties from Go-To-Market partners.

On November 30, 2012, Dr. Andrews incorporated a new company called Andrews Inc and
purchased all the Common and Preferred Membership Units of Sierra Sciences LLC which
resulted in the equity ownership entirely in the hands of Dr. Andrews. Dr. Andrews still likes to
refer to the company as Sierra Sciences.

Sierra Sciences LLC/Andrews Inc now has seven Go-To-Market Partners marketing various
discoveries of Sierra Sciences. These include Dream Master (Isagenix), The Chase Life
Extension Foundation (CLEF), Defytime International, Defytime Japan, Libella Gene
Therapeutics, Vasayo, and Life Tech Investment. All funding for operations and research at
Sierra Sciences is presently coming from royalties generated from these Go-To-Market Partners
that have licensed Sierra Sciences’ discoveries and turned them into products.  The agreement
with Dream Master expired in September 2015 though Sierra Sciences still collects royalties
from Dream Master’s product sales which Dream Master markets through Isagenix. The name
Sierra Sciences LLC and the name Andrews Inc are now used interchangeably as the present
name of the company.
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Past Financials (2011-2020)
Income Statement ($000) Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual

 2011  2012  2013  2014  2015

Revenue 163  860  1,029  1,468  1,514

          

Operating Expenses:          

Compensation, Benefits, Taxes 831  895  546  594  662

Materials & Supplies 307  42  91  84  69

Professional Fees/Consultants 406  32  33  31  85

Travel, Entertainment 51  23  16  77  62

PR/Advertising 8  1  0  1  1

Rent & Utilities 118  147  118  140  141

Depreciation 93  43  28  14  13

Other 110  57  51  74  88

Total Expenses 1,924  1,240  883  1,015  1,121

Interest Expense   3  46  18  9

Gain/(Loss) on Asset Disposal   -6  -6     

Net Gain/(Loss) ($1,761)  ($377)  $106  $435  $384

Income Statement ($000) Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual  Actual

 2016  2017  2018  2019  2020

Revenue 1,060  965  857  945  673

          

Operating Expenses:          

Compensation, Benefits, Taxes 630  711  610  702  684

Materials & Supplies 46  13  57  49  24

Professional Fees/Consultants 68  55  85  79  104

Travel, Entertainment 9  (7)  29  20  (2)

PR/Advertising 13  0  31  97  0

Rent & Utilities 136  141  133  124  159

Depreciation 13  17  5  0  0

Other 41  9  5  18  7

Total Expenses 956  938  955  1089  976

Interest Expense 4  8  5  15  4

Gain/(Loss) on Asset Disposal          

Net Gain/(Loss) $100  $19  ($103)  ($159)  ($307)
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Patent Portfolio for Sierra Sciences
Sierra Sciences has an aggressive patent strategy and has strong defensible patent applications on
its discoveries including targets of intervention, numerous novel compounds activating
telomerase expression, telomerase gene therapies, and telomerase related cancer therapies. As
shown in the table below Sierra Sciences currently is the holder of eight U.S.-issued telomerase
related patents as well as two patents that have been “allowed”, with established filing dates.
Sierra Sciences elected to detain issuance of these two allowed patents to keep the discoveries
described in them from becoming public. But Sierra Sciences can have them issued at any time if
it becomes necessary to demonstrate an early filing date. Sierra Sciences also has one pending
patent and numerous discoveries that it has chosen to keep as trade secrets.

The following is Sierra Sciences’ patent portfolio as of March 21, 2021.

SIERRA SCIENCES

REFERENCE NO.
SERIAL NO.
FILING DATE

TITLE

SUBJECT MATTER

STATUS

SIER-005 09/932,581
August 17, 2001

Methods and
compositions for

modulating
telomerase reverse
transcriptase (TERT)

expression

Site C

Issued as
6,686,159 on February 3,
2004

Expires August 17, 2021

SIER-020 10/177,744
June 21, 2002

Telomerase
expression repressor

proteins and
methods of using the

same

F13 and F13H
repressor binding

protein

Issued as 7,211,435 on
May 1, 2007

Expires August 19, 2023

SIER-020CON 11/726,388
March 20, 2007

Telomerase
expression repressor

proteins and
methods of using the

same

Follow on
application for F13

Issued as 7,795,416 on
September 14, 2010

Expires June 21, 2022
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and F13H repressor
binding protein

SIER-022CON 10/826,466
Filed 4/16/04

Methods and
compositions for

modulating
telomerase reverse
transcriptase (TERT)

expression

5th GC box of
promoter as a site

important in
telomerase
expression

Issued as 7,279,328on
October 9, 2007

Expires November 3, 2023

SIER-034 11/085,872
March 21, 2005

Assays for TERT
Promoter

Modulatory Agents
Using a Telomerase

Structural RNA
Component

Application directed
to mutant TR based

assays

Issued as 7,226,744 on
June 5, 2007

Expires March 21, 2025

SIER-040CIPC
ON

14/163,983
January 24, 2014

Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase (TERT)

Expression
Enhancing

Compounds and
Methods for Using

the Same

Screening hits
including C0057684,

excluding strong
Family 5 activators

This patent was allowed
but we refiled instead of
issuing. So, it is technically
still Pending

SIER-041CON 14/258,596
April 22, 2014

Compounds for
Enhancing

Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase (TERT)

Expression

This patent was allowed
but we refiled instead of
issuing. So, it is technically
still Pending
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Exceptional Family 5
hits with levels of

500 or greater
including C0314818.

SIER-042 13/110,583
May 18, 2011

8-Hydroxy Quinoline
Derivatives for

Enhancing
Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase (TERT)

Expression

Use of compounds
described in

third-party (Prana)
patents as

telomerase inducers

Pending

SIER-044US 14/655,140
June 24, 2015

Enhancing Health in
Mammals Using

Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase Gene

Therapy

AAV case
Alternate methods
of enhancing TERT

expression

Issued as 9,453,209 on
September 27, 2016

Expires December 23,
2033

SIER-044USC
ON

15/220,250
July 26, 2016

Enhancing Health in
Mammals Using

Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase Gene

Therapy

Pursuing claims of
broader/difference

scope than what was
allowed in 044US

Issued as 10,485,852 on
Nov 26, 2019

Expires December 23,
2033

SIER-044USC
ON2

15/994,421
May 31, 2018

Enhancing Health in
Mammals Using

Telomerase Reverse
Transcriptase Gene

Therapy

Issued as 10,610,574 on
Apr 7, 2020

Expires December 23,
2033
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Further pursuing
claims of

broader/difference
scope than what was

allowed in 044US

Here is some very good recent news: On May 20th, 2021 we received an email from our Patent
Attorney saying:  It is my pleasure to enclose a copy of the Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee
Due as received from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in the patent application U.S.
Application Serial No. 16/803,006, Entitled: Enhancing Health in Mammals Using Telomerase
Reverse Transcriptase Gene Therapy. Sierra Sciences paid the issue fee immediately.
According to the claims, and I have confirmed this with our patent attorney, Sierra Sciences now
owns the patent on all telomerase gene therapies. That includes using any vector (viral or
non-viral) for the delivery of either DNA or RNA expressing the telomerase gene. The claims
mention several disease targets specifically including reduced circulatory function,
cardiovascular disease, loss of neuromuscular coordination, and all forms of memory loss
including Alzheimer’s. These are the big ones.
We are presently filing for even additional age-related diseases. But they should now be a lot
easier to obtain given the disease targets that we have already been allowed.
We are VERY excited about this. This new patent allowance says that Sierra Sciences now owns
telomerase as a gene therapy to treat aging related diseases. Anyone else doing telomerase gene
therapy of any kind will now be infringing on our patent.
We have not received the official patent number yet. But, as soon as we do it will be added to the
table above and made available to anyone that requests it.

William H. Andrews, Ph.D.
As everyone knows Quacks and Charlatans have been claiming to have cures for aging for
1000’s of years. So, I need to explain why I am not just another Quack or Charlatan.

Historically, I have already accomplished major things in biotech that are considered
blockbusters in the field. Most people in the anti-aging field have accomplished nothing and rely
on salesmanship and entertainment more than example to make the claims that they are experts
in the field. My accomplishments include the inventions of Human Growth Hormone,
Prochymosin, Tissue Plasminogen Activator, Erythropoietin, Thrombomodulin, BetaSeron, and
Telomerase, to name a few. In almost all cases my accomplishments were made after many teams
of other scientists failed or gave up trying to accomplish the same thing. By the late 1980’s I had
already developed a reputation of being the go-to person in biotech when no one else could get
the job done. That was, in fact, why Geron Corporation recruited me to discover telomerase after
they and their collaborators (including the Nobel Prize winners) already failed at doing so for
many years.

I have been a very big critic of the “publish or perish” mentality. My mission has always been to
save lives, not try to rack up as many publications as I can. But I have always made my
discoveries publicly available by other means. I have been excluded as an author on more papers
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than I can count for refusing to help write the papers when there was other work to be done. And,
when I wasn’t excluded, I was always the first to volunteer to be the middle author even when I
was the project leader and/or the scientist that contributed most to the research.

No one else in the field of anti-aging has my background. You can read more about my
accomplishments below.

Accomplishments

1. Tay Sachs Disease – In the mid 1970’s I wrote a thesis on using gene therapy to deliver
the Hexosaminidase A gene to cure Tay Sachs Disease. The idea had never been
described before. I attached the paper to all my medical school and graduate school
applications, and it was attributed as the reason why I was accepted to everywhere I
applied. Surprisingly, gene therapy to cure Tay Sachs by delivering the Hexosaminidase
A gene is still in discussion almost 50 years later today
(http://www.curetay-sachs.org/genetherapy.jsp) because funding is always the obstacle,
never the science.

2. HGH - I invented the method to produce Human Growth Hormone (HGH) in bacteria,
without a f-Met on its N-terminus. This made it so that HGH didn’t induce immune
responses in patients. I also engineered the expression mechanisms to direct the HGH to a
compartment within the bacteria that makes purification of the HGH from the bacteria
tremendously easier and cheaper. I did this work at Codon Corporations who was
contracted by Genentech.

3. Prochymosin (aka Prorennin) – I figured out how to produce large quantities of Rennin in
bacteria. The bacteria that I produced became actually 99% pure Rennin themselves. I did
this work for Codon Corporation who subsequently licensed it to Eni Corporation in Italy.

4. DNA and Protein analysis – I wrote numerous computer programs for analyzing DNA,
RNA, and proteins using mostly C programming language as well as Fortran and Basic. I
did most of this work at Codon Corporation. But they are still being added to and updated
today. These programs are still in use at Sierra Sciences today and exceed all other such
programs in many ways. They have never been reformatted to be user friendly and so
they have never become commercially available.

5. tPA – I cloned and built a mammalian expression system for the tissue plasminogen
activator (tPA) gene. All ambulances now carry the tPA that I invented. I did this work at
Codon Corporations who was contracted by Genentech and Schering AG.

6. EPO – I cloned and built a mammalian expression system for the Erythropoietin (EPO)
gene. McDonald Douglas purified it on the Space Shuttle. Lance Armstrong used it to
cheat. I did this work at Codon Corporation who was contracted by McDonald Douglas
and Amgen.

7. OIF – I cloned and built a mammalian expression system for Osteo-Inductive Factor
(OIF). I did this work at Codon Corporation who was contracted by Collagen
Corporation. Collagen Corporation believed that it would induce ectopic bone formation.
But it failed in clinical studies. Nevertheless, OIF was later shown to be an effective
biomarker of early diabetic nephropathy [29].
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8. In vitro Mutagenesis – I am the person that invented High Throughput in vitro
Mutagenesis. Several companies now sell the mutagenesis protocol as a kit. I invented
this at Berlex Biosciences and still use it today.

9. Thrombomodulin – I cloned and built a mammalian expression system for the
thrombomodulin gene. I created 100’s of variations of the gene using my High
Throughput in vitro mutagenesis protocol. I did this work for Berlex Biosciences.

10. BetaSeron – I built a bacterial expression system expressing BetaSeron that allowed the
production of enough BetaSeron that patients with multiple sclerosis didn’t have to
participate in a lottery to get it. It was the first treatment for BetaSeron ever. I did this
work for Berlex Biosciences.

11. Vaccines – I built vaccines for Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae and Treponema
hyodysenteriae. I did this work for Berlex Biosciences.

12. I headed large departments of Molecular Biology, Cell Biology, Inflammation, and
Mammalian Expression, at Codon Corporation, Berlex Biosciences, and Geron
Corporation.

13. I was instrumental in research involving targets for treating cancer such as c-erbB-2,
DCC, Estrogen Receptor, Heregulin, Endothelin, Cripto, and RAGE, to name a few. I did
all this work at Berlex Biosciences.

14. I invented many very successful mammalian, bacteria, and baculovirus expression
systems at Armos Corporation, Codon Corporation, Berlex Biosciences, Geron
Corporation, and Sierra Sciences. I still possess all these systems and treat them as trade
secrets.

15. I discovered both the RNA and Protein components of human telomerase and the protein
component of tetrahymena telomerase. I did this work at Geron Corporation. The
discovery of the RNA component of human telomerase was accomplished using the RNA
secondary structure and folding computer programs that I had written 10 years earlier at
Codon Corporation. I confirmed the discovery by using the in vitro mutagenesis protocols
and expression vectors that I had invented 5 years earlier at Berlex Biosciences.

16. I showed that the anti-sense of telomerase kills cancer cells and has no effect on
non-cancer cells. This was hailed as one of the greatest discoveries ever towards possibly
curing cancer. I did this work at Geron Corporation. I used the computer programs that I
had written at Codon Corporation to design the anti-sense oligo.

17. I showed that expression of the protein component of telomerase immortalized human
cells using a mammalian expression system that I invented at Berlex Biosciences. I did
this work at Geron Corporation.

18. I discovered and characterized the promoter region of the hTERT gene. I did this work at
Geron Corporation. Everything we do today at Sierra Sciences is based on this original
work.

19. I co-invented the TRAPeze protocol for measuring telomerase activity. I did this work at
Geron Corporation.

20. I invented Imetelstat, the anti-sense oligo that Geron Corporation is now using to cure
cancer. I did this work at Geron Corporation.

21. I invented the hTERT promoter based oncolytic systems for fighting cancer that Geron
licensed to other companies. I did this work at Geron Corporation.

22. I invented the hTERT-based cancer immunotherapies that Geron licensed to other
companies. I did this work at Geron Corporation.
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23. I was awarded 2nd place as National Inventor of the year in the U.S. in 1997 for my
cancer research. I received this award while working at Geron Corporation.

24. After leaving Geron Corporation in late 1997 the original founders of Codon
Corporation, now having founded Bay Cities Capital, a venture capital company in San
Francisco, recruited me to take control of three failing biotech companies that they had
invested in. In all cases I single handedly salvaged the science, completed the tasks that
those companies were unable to complete on their own, and saved the companies. This
gave Bay Cities Capital a good return on their investment.

25. I then decided it was time to put all my talents towards my own missions in life and I
founded the biotech company Sierra Sciences. At Sierra Sciences I began by fully
characterizing the hTERT promoter. I mutated every base to every other base and made
every possible deletion of the promoter. And tested all of them using mammalian
expression promoter-reporter vectors, gel shift analysis, and etc. I also designed and built
several assays that I used to identify many transcription factors that bound to and
regulated the telomerase promoter. I designed and built 100’s of gene therapies using
multiple gene therapy vectors. I designed and built several high throughput assays to
discover compounds and nutraceuticals that induce telomerase expression. Using the
assays, I and my team discovered 1000’s of compounds and nutraceuticals that induced
telomerase expression. Many of these are on the market now.

26. I am a named inventor on over 50 US issued patents.
27. I am a named inventor on more US issued telomerase patents than anyone else in the

world.
28. I am an author on about 23 published scientific studies.
29. I am featured in many documentaries, magazine articles, TV talk shows. There is even a

movie being made now in which the key character is being modeled after me.
30. I frequently lecture at scientific and medical conferences where I am often the Keynote

Speaker. I often teach Continuing Medical Education (CME) courses where M.D.’s get
tested and credited for taking the courses.

Qualifications to Cure Aging

As I’ve said above, no one in the field of anti-aging has my background.  In almost all cases my
accomplishments, described above, were made after many teams of other scientists failed or gave
up trying to accomplish the same thing. By the late 1980’s I had already developed a reputation
in the biotech field of being the go-to-person when no one else could get the science done. That
was, in fact, why Geron Corporation recruited me to discover telomerase after they and their
collaborators (including the Nobel Prize winners) already failed at doing so for many years.

You will not find 1000’s of scientific studies published by me. That’s because I have been a very
big critic of the “publish or perish” mentality since I was in graduate school. But I have always
made my discoveries publicly available by other means when they were deemed to not need to
be kept as a trade secret. But I am a big believer that studies should only be published when very
great discoveries are made.  Otherwise, publishing is a tremendous waste of time when scientists
could be at the lab bench instead getting research done. But even when great discoveries are
made, the thing that is important is that the study gets published; it’s not important who the
authors are. I have been excluded as an author on more papers than I can count for refusing to
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help write the papers because I had research to do. When I wasn’t excluded, I was always the
first to volunteer to be the middle author even when I was the project leader and/or the scientist
that contributed most to the research. My passion is to cure aging. My passion isn’t to make
certain that everyone knows that I was the one that did it.

My background studying statistical theory, logic, evolution, biology, cancer, inflammation, and
aging provides me with the expertise to do critical and meta-analyses of scientific peer reviewed
studies, to separate fact from fiction, and to understand and devise plans to cure aging like no
one else can.

There is no one more capable of curing aging that I am.

Biography

Dr. Andrews has had a lifelong passion to “Find a Cure for Aging”. After rejecting every theory
of aging that existed in the early 1980’s Dr. Andrews chose to enter the biotech industry to do
research on developing cures for cancer, heart disease, inflammation, and many other diseases
while waiting for a discovery to be made that could make sense as the clock that controls aging;
not just monitors aging. Two days after receiving his Ph.D. Dr. Andrews began working as a
Senior Scientist at Armos Corporation. Then, 18 months later, Dr. Andrews was recruited to
Codon Corporation as a Senior Scientist and later Director of Molecular Biology where he
remained for over 13 years pursuing the same type of research, he was doing at Armos
Corporations. Dr. Andrews was key to adding the value to the company that attracted Schering
AG to acquire Codon in 1989 to create Berlex Biosciences where Dr. Andrews remained as
Director of Molecular Biology. In mid-1993 Dr. Andrews attended an anti-aging conference
where he first heard about telomere shortening and its correlation with chronological age from a
speaker employed as a Senior Manager at Geron Corporation. After a lifetime of searching this
was the first thing that Dr. Andrews ever encountered that made sense as an explanation for
aging.  So, in December 1993 Dr. Andrews joined Geron Corporation, as their Director of
Molecular Biology, to lead the effort to discover a way to lengthen telomeres to see if
lengthening telomeres did, in fact, reverse aging. Within the first 3 months he discovered the
gene for the RNA component of human telomerase. By manipulating the gene, he was able to
show that it played a key role in lengthening telomeres. Soon after he discovered the protein
component of telomerase and showed that its expression in normal human cells reversed their
aging by every method of measurement possible. He also showed that the antisense of
telomerase could kill almost every cancer cell by accelerating their aging. The success of these
efforts was key to Geron’s initial public offering in June 1996.  Dr. Andrews left Geron in
October 1997, when the company shifted its focus away from aging towards cancer.  He spent
nearly 3 months as an employee and 12 months as a consultant at EOS Biotechnology, while
simultaneously working for Bay Cities Capital in San Francisco to salvage the science at failing
companies (that included EOS) that they had invested in. Dr. Andrews used his spare time, at
that time, to create a business plan to seek startup financing for Yonder Technologies, Inc. to
pursue his own ideas for controlling the aging process through the regulation of telomerase to
lengthen telomeres.
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Dr. Bill Andrews is the Founder and CEO of Sierra Sciences, a company focused on finding
ways to extend human lifespan and health span through telomere maintenance. Telomeres are
found at the tips of our chromosomes and have been shown, in thousands of scientific
peer-reviewed studies, to be the clock of aging in humans. When telomeres get shorter, we get
older, and our health declines.
 
As a scientist, athlete and executive, Bill continually pushes the envelope and challenges
convention. Bill has been featured in many Documentaries, NEWS stories, Magazine Articles,
and Talk Shows. The ones he is most noted for are an article in Popular Science magazine, a
documentary called The Immortalists (that almost won an Oscar), a documentary called
Immortal (that won an Emmy), and a documentary called The High which includes him running
a 138 mile race non-stop at 18,000 feet elevation in the Himalayas of Northern India. Bill is
known for being a scientist first, focusing on scientific research, allowing others, instead, to
market the products that his company discovers. Bill agrees to be featured publicly as a means to
raise awareness, and therefore funding, for his research. But his true interest is just to be able to
do research to cure aging related diseases including aging itself.
 
Bill has been a medical researcher in biotech since 1981, focusing on cancer, heart
disease, and inflammation research, though his passion has always been aging. In the
early-to-mid 1990’s, while at Geron Corporation, Bill led the research to discover both the
RNA and protein components of the human enzyme called telomerase. This enzyme is
responsible for preventing telomeres from shortening in human reproductive cells, and this is
why our children are born younger than we are even though they come from our old cells.
Inducing this enzyme to lengthen telomeres in all our cells, not just our reproductive cells, to
reverse aging and declining health due to aging, is the principal goal of Sierra Sciences.
 
Sierra Sciences does not do research on animals, choosing to focus primarily on humans.
Nonetheless, other labs using Sierra Sciences technologies have shown that lengthening
telomeres, using the enzyme telomerase, can provide significant health benefits including
reversal of aging and declining health in every way imaginable. An interview by Diane Sawyer
describes the results from such an animal study done at Harvard.
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Np7cR7Z6UGA. Bill is presently conducting a clinical
study on humans using the same technologies applied successfully to animals. The first patient is
scheduled to be treated in 2021.
 
Bill was awarded 2nd place as "National Inventor of the Year" in 1997 for his cancer research.
Bill earned his Ph.D. in Molecular and Population Genetics at the University of Georgia in
1981. He then served as Senior Scientist at Armos Corporation and Codon Corporation, Director
of Molecular Biology at Codon Corporation, Berlex Biosciences, and at Geron
Corporation, and Director of Technology Development at EOS Biosciences, before starting
Sierra Sciences in 1998 where he now serves as President & CEO as well as Chief Scientific
Officer. Bill is also a named inventor on over 50+ US-issued patents on telomerase and author of
numerous scientific research studies published in peer reviewed scientific journals.
 
Bill is also an avid ultra-marathon runner. He regularly competes in 50 and 100+ mile races often
finishing at the top of his age group. These grueling races have taken him all over the world to
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race in some of the most extreme environments, from Death Valley to the Himalayas. His
running is presently featured in the movie The High. See www.thehighdoc.com. Bill broke the
world record for most 100-mile races completed in a single year in 1998 and broke the world
speed record for barefoot waterskiing in 1971. He considers physical exercise, when done
properly, to be a way to significantly slow down the aging process. Bill’s obsession is to cure
aging, and that includes his own aging. His regimen to slow down his own aging and declining
health is unique and based on years of his own research. But he believes that life still needs to be
fun for “What’s the point of living a long time if you’re not living.”
 
Bill does not pursue the public spotlight and only does so when it provides funding for his
research.
 
Sierra Sciences’ website (www.sierrasci.com) includes videos of him speaking to medical
audiences and general public audiences. He has also written three easy to read books to explain
the field of telomere biology since there is a lot of misunderstanding about this field. His books
are also available through his website and Amazon.com.
 

Scientific Publications

1. Antiproliferative small-molecule inhibitors of transcription factor LSF reveal oncogene
addiction to LSF in hepatocellular carcinoma.
Grant TJ, Bishop JA, Christadore LM, Barot G, Chin HG, Woodson S, Kavouris J, Siddiq
A, Gredler R, Shen XN, Sherman J, Meehan T, Fitzgerald K, Pradhan S, Briggs LA,
Andrews WH, Sarkar D, Schaus SE, Hansen U.
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2012 Mar 20;109(12):4503-8.

2. Personal profile: interview with Bill Andrews, Ph.D.
Andrews B.
Rejuvenation Res. 2011 Aug;14(4):457-61.

3. A natural product telomerase activator as part of a health maintenance program.
Harley CB, Liu W, Blasco M, Vera E, Andrews WH, Briggs LA, Raffaele JM.
Rejuvenation Res. 2011 Feb;14(1):45-56.

4. RNAi screen for telomerase reverse transcriptase transcriptional regulators identifies
HIF1alpha as critical for telomerase function in murine embryonic stem cells.
Coussens M, Davy P, Brown L, Foster C, Andrews WH, Nagata M, Allsopp R.
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2010 Aug 3;107(31):13842-7.

5. Spontaneous reversal of the developmental aging of normal human cells following
transcriptional reprogramming.
Vaziri H, Chapman KB, Guigova A, Teichroeb J, Lacher MD, Sternberg H, Singec I,
Briggs L, Wheeler J, Sampathkumar J, Gonzalez R, Larocca D, Murai J, Snyder E,
Andrews WH, Funk WD, West MD.
Regen Med. 2010 May;5(3):345-63.

6. Reconstitution of human telomerase with the template RNA component hTR and the
catalytic protein subunit hTRT.
Weinrich SL, Pruzan R, Ma L, Ouellette M, Tesmer VM, Holt SE, Bodnar AG,
Lichtsteiner S, Kim NW, Trager JB, Taylor RD, Carlos R, Andrews WH, Wright WE,
Shay JW, Harley CB, Morin GB.
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Nat Genet. 1997 Dec;17(4):498-502.
7. Telomerase catalytic subunit homologs from fission yeast and human.

Nakamura TM, Morin GB, Chapman KB, Weinrich SL, Andrews WH, Lingner J, Harley
CB, Cech TR.
Science. 1997 Aug 15;277(5328):955-9.

8. The RNA component of human telomerase.
Feng J, Funk WD, Wang S-S, Weinrich SL, Avilion AA, Chiu C-P, Adams RA, Chang E,
Allsopp, RC, Yu J, Le S, West MD, Harley CB, Andrews WH, Greider CW, Villeponteau
B.
Science. 1995 Sep 1;269(5228):1236-41.

9. Cataloging altered gene expression in young and senescent cells using enhanced
differential display.
Linskens MH, Feng J, Andrews WH, Enlow BE, Saati SM, Tonkin LA, Funk WD,
Villeponteau B.
Nucleic Acids Res. 1995 Aug 25;23(16):3244-51.

10. Modulation of glycosaminoglycan addition in naturally expressed and recombinant
human thrombomodulin.
Lin JH, McLean K, Morser J, Young TA, Wydro RM, Andrews WH, Light DR.
J Biol Chem. 1994 Oct 7;269(40):25021-30.

11. Expression efficiency of the human thrombomodulin-encoding gene in various vector and
host systems.
Lin JH, Wang M, Andrews WH, Wydro R, Morser J.
Gene. 1994 Sep 30;147(2):287-92.

12. Human formyl peptide receptor ligand binding domain(s). Studies using an improved
mutagenesis/expression vector reveal a novel mechanism for the regulation of receptor
occupancy.
Perez HD, Vilander L, Andrews WH, Holmes R.
J Biol Chem. 1994 Sep 9;269(36):22485-7.

13. The short loop between epidermal growth factor-like domains 4 and 5 is critical for
human thrombomodulin function.
Clarke JH, Light DR, Blasko E, Parkinson JF, Nagashima M, McLean K, Vilander L,
Andrews WH, Morser J, Glaser CB.
J Biol Chem. 1993 Mar 25;268(9):6309-15.

14. Formyl peptide receptor chimeras define domains involved in ligand binding.
Perez HD, Holmes R, Vilander LR, Adams RR, Manzana W, Jolley D, Andrews WH.
J Biol Chem. 1993 Feb 5;268(4):2292-5.

15. Oxidation of a specific methionine in thrombomodulin by activated neutrophil products
blocks cofactor activity. A potential rapid mechanism for modulation of coagulation.
Glaser CB, Morser J, Clarke JH, Blasko E, McLean K, Kuhn I, Chang RJ, Lin JH,
Vilander L, Andrews WH, Light DR.
J Clin Invest. 1992 Dec;90(6):2565-73.

16. Cloning of the gene coding for a human receptor for formyl peptides. Characterization of
a promoter region and evidence for polymorphic expression.
Perez HD, Holmes R, Kelly E, McClary J, Chou Q, Andrews WH.
Biochemistry. 1992 Nov 24;31(46):11595-9.
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17. Cloning of a cDNA encoding a receptor related to the formyl peptide receptor of human
neutrophils.
Perez HD, Holmes R, Kelly E, McClary J, Andrews WH.
Gene. 1992 Sep 10;118(2):303-4.

18. Characterization of a surface antigen of Eimeria tenella sporozoites and synthesis from a
cloned cDNA in Escherichia coli.
Brothers VM, Kuhn I, Paul LS, Gabe JD, Andrews WH, Sias SR, McCaman MT, Dragon
EA, Files JG.
Mol Biochem Parasitol. 1988 Apr;28(3):235-47.

19. Enzymatic Properties of Bovine Prochymosin Synthesized in Escherichia coli.
McCaman MT, Andrews WH, Files JG.
J. Biotechnology. 1985; 2:177-190

20. Expression of cloned chloroplast DNA from Euglena gracilis in an in vitro
DNA-dependent transcription-translation system prepared from E. coli.
Andrews WH, Rawson JR.
Plasmid. 1982 Sep;8(2):148-63.

21. Expression of Cloned Chloroplast DNA in E. coli Minicells
Andrews WH, Rawson JRY.
In Methods of Chloroplast Molecular Biology. Ed M. Edelman, R.B. Hallick, and N.H.
Chua. Elsevier/North Holland. 565-571. (1982)

22. Cloning of Chloroplast DNA in Bacterial Plasmid Vectors
Rawson JRY, Andrews WH.
In Methods of Chloroplast Molecular Biology. Ed M. Edelman, R.B. Hallick, and N.H.
Chua. Elsevier/North Holland. 493-506. (1982)

23. Complexity and abundance of ribonucleic acid transcribed from restriction endonuclease
fragments of Euglena chloroplast deoxyribonucleic acid during chloroplast development.
Rawson JR, Boerma CL, Andrews WH, Wilkerson CG.
Biochemistry. 1981 Apr 28;20(9):2639-44.

Scientific Abstracts

1. Translational Mapping of Euglena Chloroplast DNA in E. coli Minicells. Andrews
WH, Boerma CL, Rawson JRY. Cell Biology 79, 320A.

2. The Complexity and Abundance of RNA Transcribed from Restriction Endonuclease
Fragments of Euglena Chloroplast DNA. Rawson JRY, Boerma CL, Andrews WH,
Wilkerson CG, Curtis SE. Cell Biology 83, 357A.

3. In-vivo and In-vitro Expression of Recombinant DNA Molecules Carrying
Euglena-Gracilis Chloroplast Restriction Endo Nuclease DNA Fragments. Andrews
WH, Rawson JRY. J Cell Biol 87, 186A (1980)

4. Molecules with Both Fibrinolytic and Antithrombotic Activities. Morser J, Aguilera
M, Andrews WH, Blasko E, Clarke J, Kuhn I, Light D, McLean K, Vilander L.
Fibrinolysis 4, 109 (1990)

5. Cell-Line and Site-Specific Attachment of Chondroitin Sulfate to Recombinant
Human Thrombomodulin. Lin J-H, Light D, McLean K, Andrews W, Young T,
Morser J. Mol Biol Cell 3, 66A (1992)
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6. Cloning of a Human Formyl Peptide Receptor Gene. Perez HD, Holmes R, Kelly E,
McClary J, Andrews WH. Clin Res 40, 352A (1992)

7. Telomerase Biochemistry and Regulation in Cellular Immortalization Greider CW,
Autexier C, Buchkovich K, Collins K, Blasco M, Avilion A, Mantell L, Prowse K,
Harley C, Funk W, Andrews W, Feng J, Villeponteau B. Proceedings of the American
Association for Cancer Research 36, 672 (1995).

8. Human Telomerase Inhibition and Cancer. Harley CB, Andrews W, Chiu C-P, Feng J,
Funk W, Gaeta F, Hirsch K, Kin NW, Kozlowski M, Wang S-S, Weinrich SL, West
MD, Avilion A, Le S, Grieder CW, Villeponteau B. Proceedings of the American
Association for Cancer Research 36, 671-672. (1995)

Patents

1. DNA encoding an antigenic protein derived from Eimeria tenella and vaccines for
prevention of coccidiosis caused by Eimeria tenella. Patent Number: US4874705,
Issued 1989-10-17

2. DNA encoding an antigenic protein derived from Eimeria tenella and vaccines for
prevention of coccidiosis caused by Eimeria tenella. Patent Number: US5187080,
Issued 1993-02-16

3. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US5583016, Issued 1996-12-10
4. Mutagenesis methods and compositions. Patent Number: US5702931, Issued

1997-12-30
5. Assays for the DNA component of human telomerase. Patent Number: US5776679,

Issued 1998-07-07
6. Protease-resistant thrombomodulin analogs. Patent Number: US5827824, Issued

1998-10-27
7. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US5837857, Issued 1998-11-17
8. Methods and reagents for regulating telomere length and telomerase activity. Patent

Number: US5858777, Issued 1999-01-12
9. Protease-resistant thrombomodulin analogs. Patent Number: US5863760, Issued

1999-01-26.
10. RNA component of mouse, rat, Chinese hamster and bovine telomerase. Patent

Number: US5876979, Issued 1999-03-02
11. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US5958680, Issued 1999-09-28
12. RNA component of telomerase. Patent Number: US6013468, Issued 2000-01-11
13. Mammalian telomerase RNA gene promoter. Patent Number: US6054575, Issued

2000-04-25
14. Protease-resistant thrombomodulin analogs. Patent Number: US6063763, Issued

2000-05-16
15. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US6258535, Issued 2001-07-10
16. Telomerase. Patent Number: US6261836, Issued 2001-07-17
17. Peptides related to TPC2 and TPC3, two proteins that are coexpressed with

telomerase activity. Patent Number: US6300110, Issued 2001-10-09
18. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US6320039, Issued 2001-11-20
19. Antisense compositions for detecting and inhibiting telomerase reverse transcriptase.

Patent Number: US6444650, Issued 2002-09-03
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20. Human telomerase catalytic subunit: diagnostic and therapeutic methods. Patent
Number: US6475789, Issued 2002-11-05

21. Mammalian telomerase. Patent Number: US6548298, Issued 2003-04-15
22. Promoter for telomerase reverse transcriptase. Patent Number: US6610839, Issued

2003-08-26
23. Cells immortalized with telomerase reverse transcriptase for use in drug screening.

Patent Number: US6617110, Issued 2003-09-09
24. Antisense compositions for detecting and inhibiting telomerase reverse transcriptase.

Patent Number: US6627619, Issued 2003-09-30
25. Methods and compositions for modulating telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT)

expression. Patent Number: US6686159, Issued 2004-02-03
26. Telomerase promoter driving expression of therapeutic gene sequences. Patent

Number: US6777203, Issued 2004-08-17
27. Method for detecting polynucleotides encoding telomerase. Patent Number:

US6808880, Issued 2004-10-26
28. Telomerase. Patent Number: US6921664, Issued 2005-07-26
29. Genes for human telomerase reverse transcriptase and telomerase variants. Patent

Number: US6927285, Issued 2005-08-09
30. Methods for detecting nucleic acids encoding human telomerase reverse transcriptase.

Patent Number: US7005262, Issued 2006-02-28
31. Telomerase. Patent Number: US7056513, Issued 2006-06-06
32. Mammalian cells that have increased proliferative capacity. Patent Number:

US7195911, Issued 2007-03-27
33. Regulatory segments of the human gene for telomerase reverse transcriptase. Patent

Number: US7199234, Issued 2007-04-03
34. Telomerase expression repressor proteins and methods of using the same. Patent

Number: US7211435, Issued 2007-05-01
35. Assays for TERT promoter modulatory agents using a telomerase structural RNA

component. Patent Number: US7226744, Issued 2007-06-05
36. Nucleic acids encoding human telomerase reverse transcriptase and related homologs.

Patent Number: US7262288, Issued 2007-08-28
37. Methods and compositions for modulating telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT)

expression. Patent Number: US7279328, Issued 2007-10-09
38. Antibody to telomerase reverse transcriptase. Patent Number: US7285639, Issued

2007-10-23
39. Identifying and testing antisense oligonucleotides that inhibit telomerase reverse

transcriptase. Patent Number: US7297488, Issued 2007-11-20
40. Telomerase promoters sequences for screening telomerase modulators. Patent

Number: US7378244, Issued 2008-05-27
41. Treating cancer using a telomerase vaccine. Patent Number: US7413864, Issued

2008-08-19
42. Muteins of human telomerase reverse transcriptase lacking telomerase catalytic

activity. Patent Number: US7517971, Issued 2009-04-14
43. Nucleic acid compositions for eliciting an immune response against telomerase

reverse transcriptase. Patent Number: US7560437, Issued 2009-07-14
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44. Increasing the proliferative capacity of cells using telomerase reverse transcriptase.
Patent Number: US7585622, Issued 2009-09-08

45. Human telomerase reverse transcriptase polypeptides. Patent Number: US7622549,
Issued 2009-11-24

46. Antibody to telomerase reverse transcriptive. Patent Number: US7750121, Issued
2010-07-06

47. Telomerase expression repressor proteins and methods of using the same. Patent
Number: US7795416, Issued 2010-09-14

48. Regulatory segments of the human gene for telomerase reverse transcriptase. Patent
Number: US7879609, Issued 2011-02-01

49. Kit for detection of telomerase reverse transcriptase nucleic acids. Patent Number:
US8222392, Issued 2012-07-17

50. Human telomerase catalytic subunit. Patent Number: US8236774, Issued 2012-08-07
51. Method for eliciting an immune response to human telomerase reverse transcriptase.

Patent Number: US8709995, Issued 2014-04-29
52. Enhancing health in mammals using telomerase reverse transcriptase gene therapy.

Patent Number: US9453209, Issued 2016-09-27
53. Enhancing health in mammals using telomerase reverse transcriptase gene therapy.

Patent Number: US10485852, Issued 2019-11-26
54. Enhancing health in mammals using telomerase reverse transcriptase gene therapy.

Patent Number: US10610574, Issued 2020-04-07
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Detailed Projects Information

The Cure for Aging
Finding “The Cure for Aging” is the main goal of Sierra Sciences. We define “The Cure for
Aging” as a supplement that can be swallowed, injected, applied topically, received from a patch,
received sublingually, or received nasally, that lengthens the telomeres in all the key cells of the
body (which may be all living cells of the body) and reverses aging in every way imaginable.
And, it has to be affordable! There is no way to know the best route of administration until the
supplement has been discovered and its properties analyzed.

Our approach to find such a supplement is to search for chemicals and natural products that will
induce expression of an enzyme called telomerase in all the key cells of the body. Telomerase
was discovered by Dr. Andrews and shown to be the mechanism that lengthens telomeres in our
primordial germ cells to keep our children from being born with telomeres as short as we have.
But it is only found in primordial germ cells. As a result, all other cells of the body do experience
telomere shortening and that causes us to age. Sierra Sciences’ goal is to turn on the telomerase
gene in all our cells to re-lengthen our shortened telomeres.

Since the gene to produce telomerase exists in our primordial germ cells it must also exist in all
our cells too; it is just turned off. We don’t know the exact mechanism used to turn the
telomerase gene off, but we suspect that it is turned off by multiple types of repressors that
simultaneously repress the expression of telomerase all at the same time.

We have learned that production of telomerase in human cells is controlled by only one gene
called the hTERT gene. hTERT encodes the reverse transcriptase protein component of
telomerase.

We have learned that the promoter region of the hTERT gene does not behave ectopically (i.e. on
a separate artificial small chromosome introduced into the cell by scientists) in the same way that
it does endogenously (i.e. on the natural chromosome). That is, our previous discoveries of DNA
regulatory elements, transcription factors, and chemicals that deregulate the ectopic hTERT
promoter have no effect on the endogenous hTERT promoter at all. This is actually not a
surprise. It is already known that many genes in eucaryotes are regulated by DNA elements that
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are very distal, hundreds of thousands of bases away from the gene itself. This is referred to as
global regulation of genes. And the smaller ectopic promoter regions do not contain these distal
elements.
So, this has prevented us from using the standard protocols to identify ways to understand and
regulate gene expression that has worked with some other genes.

High Throughput hTERT Expression Detection Assay
Therefore, Sierra Sciences has resorted to searching for chemicals and natural products that
directly induce expression of the endogenous promoter region. We have invented a proprietary
robotic high throughput cell-based screening protocol to test chemicals and natural products for
their ability to induce expression of the endogenous hTERT gene. In a timespan of about 1 year,
we screened over 400,000 chemicals and found 900+ chemicals (referred to as “hits”) that
partially induce expression of hTERT. Many of these chemicals were chosen randomly and the
hits that we discovered were used by our medicinal chemistry group to design new
“non-random” chemicals that were then tested in our screening protocol. This resulted in the
potency of our hits to increase and the toxicity of our hits to decrease at a much faster rate than
observed when screening chemicals at random.

The most potent chemical that we have discovered to date is C0314818. It is so-called because it
was our 314,818th chemical that we screened. And it was designed by our medicinal chemistry
group. When added to human cells grown in a petri dish C0314818 induces telomerase
expression to levels of about 16% of what we believe is necessary to lengthen all the telomeres
of human cells. This percentage is calculated by comparing the levels of telomerase expression
induced by our hits to the levels of telomerase expression observed in the cell line called HeLa.
HeLa is a cancer cell line that produces the lowest amount of telomerase of any cancer cell line,
whose telomeres show no shortening, that has been looked at. By analyzing the hit rate since we
initiated our medicinal chemistry efforts, we were able to extrapolate to predict that, at the rate
we were screening, we would have a hit potent enough to lengthen telomeres in 1-3 years.

Unfortunately, our funding to continue screening ceased. The operating costs to do the screening
when we had sufficient funding was approximately $1 million per month. To continue screening
will therefore require a minimum of $12 million of funding if we succeed in 1 year and could
require as much as $36 million or more if it takes us 3 or more years to succeed. These costs do
not include the subsequent costs of pre-clinical testing, clinical testing, production, and
marketing. Our plan is to seek additional funding, if necessary, to cover the subsequent costs and
do additional planning after we have succeeded at finding a chemical or natural product potent
enough to cure aging (i.e., >100% of HeLa). In the meantime, Sierra Sciences will market,
and/or find partners to market, weaker hits that should at least slow down the aging process.
More information on the weaker hits can be found below under Self-Funding Plans to Fund “The
Cure for Aging”

Future Plans
Moving forward, the primary research will be additional Medicinal Chemistry, but this can be
enhanced tremendously by learning the Mechanism of Action (MOA) of the hits as well as other
specifications of the hits, such as the ability of the chemical to induce telomerase activity in all
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types of human cells and to extend the replicative lifespan (i.e., the number of times a cell can
divide before irreversibly entering a non-dividing stage called senescence) of human cells. A
knowledge of each chemicals level of toxicity will also help guide the Medicinal Chemistry from
going down the wrong path. The following table outlines each of the research programs that will
be underway.

Research Programs
   

1 Medicinal Chemistry
Design better chemicals through the
study of Structure-Activity
Relationships (SAR)

2 Mechanism of Action
(MOA) Studies

Learning how each chemical hit
works to induce telomerase
expression

3 Basic Research
Gaining additional relevant
information about the regulation of
the telomerase gene

4 Screening

Testing chemicals in our hTERT
Robotic High Throughput Assay to
identify chemicals that induce
telomerase expression

5 Cell Culture Maintaining and Creating Cell lines
for each program

Since information gathered from each program will be used to assist research in other programs
(especially Medicinal Chemistry) it is important that these programs be performed in parallel; or
at least alternating between them. Alternating between programs will slow down the rate of
progress. Each of these programs are described in more detail below:

Medicinal Chemistry
The major focus of the research will be Medicinal Chemistry. At this time there is no way to
guess which families of chemicals have the highest likelihood of leading to a hit with a HeLa
score higher than 100%. So, we plan to do Medicinal Chemistry on all 39 families. Plus, we
expect to discover additional families from further Screening and additional sub-families from
Medicinal Chemistry. We plan to hire 8 experienced Ph.D. level Medicinal Chemists and 16
Scientists to do the Synthetic Chemistry on the 39 families of hits. We expect these chemists to
generate our first lead candidates (i.e., HeLa scores higher than 100%) within 5 years.

Screening
Medicinal Chemistry will require a lot of support from the Screening group to test the chemicals
that they design. In addition, the Screening group will continue screening random chemical
libraries searching for more families of chemicals and doing synergy studies (see below) of
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various combinations of hits. We plan to hire 24 screeners and 6 Robotic Systems with liquid
handling stations.

Mechanism of Action
Medicinal Chemistry will also benefit from information learned by the Mechanism of Action
group. Mechanism of Action is the study of how hits induce the expression of telomerase.  This
group will study biochemical pathways by doing DNA Array Analysis at first to see how each hit
affects the expression of other genes in the genome. They will also study regulation of enzymatic
activities as well as regulation by transcription factors. Such information will lead to the
development of new specific assays to allow more focus by the Medicinal Chemists and
screeners. At this time, we expect to hire 5 Ph.D. level biochemists and 8 technicians. Much of
the work will be farmed out to companies and universities specializing in Mechanism of Action
studies.

Basic Research
The Basic Research group will study the regulation of the telomerase gene to identify new targets
(e.g. transcription factors and regulators of transcription factors) that can be incorporated into
more focused screening assays. They will also look at other levels of gene expression beyond
transcription initiation in case we are unable to find hits with HeLa scores higher than 100%. In
such cases, the Research group would look at ways to regulate mRNA processing, transport of
mRNA into the cytoplasm, translation, hTERT-hTR aggregation, transport of active telomerase
into the nucleus, accessibility of telomerase to the telomere, etc. to see if overall telomerase
activity can be enhanced despite HeLa scores for transcription initiation being lower than 100%.
As typical of a research group additional projects will be identified along the way that can
contribute towards our success at reversing human aging. We plan to hire 15 Ph.D. level
scientists and 30 technicians.

Cell Culture
The Cell Culture group will support all the other scientific groups by maintaining and providing
cultures of various cell types, as well as creating new cell lines. They will also perform studies to
determine how much extension of replicative lifespan is brought about by hits. And they will
also study the physical behavior of cells treated with hits. We intend to hire 3 Ph.D. and 6
technicians to support the Cell Culture operations.

Synergy Plan
In addition to screening chemicals one at a time, we also plan to try screening mixtures of
chemicals. We speculate that the telomerase promoter is repressed by more than one repressor at
more than one type of repressor binding site. Some of the hits that we have already obtained
might disrupt the binding of only one of the repressors while other hits might only disrupt the
binding of another repressor. Derepressing both repressors might at the same time by using both
chemicals at the same time may provide synergistic telomerase gene induction.  Sierra Sciences
plans to test the strongest chemical hit from each hit family in all mixtures of two. That is, as of
3/21/2021 Sierra Sciences has discovered 39 chemical families of hits. Making mixtures of all
combinations of two chemical hits would amount to ((39x39-39)/2)+2*39 = 819 different
combinations including each chemical hit as a singlet at the same concentration found in the
mixtures as well as each chemical hit as a singlet at twice the concentration found in the
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mixtures. Also, every time a new family of chemical hits is discovered the strongest member of
the new family would need to be rescreened as a mixture with each of the strongest members of
each previous hit family. This could provide a tremendous shortcut to creating a supplement that
induces the maximum amount of telomerase expression.

The next layer of research once we discover safe hits with HeLa scores higher than 100% will
include animal studies, estimated to cost $10 million spread over 2 years for each compound to
be further developed. Sierra Sciences expects to have three compounds ready to start animal
studies within 5 years. As stated above, our plan is to seek additional funding, if necessary, to
cover the animal testing and other subsequent costs as well as do additional planning after we
have succeeded at finding a chemical or natural product potent enough to cure aging (i.e. >100%
of HeLa).
 
Though we hope to be saving lives with our discoveries as soon as possible, this project is not
expected to generate significant revenue for 15 years given that, in the United States and most
developed countries, it will require over 10 years of clinical trials before our supplement can be
put on the market. Nevertheless, other countries could provide opportunities for us to make our
discoveries available to save lives sooner.

To initiate a business providing pharmaceutical telomerase inducers to cure aging into a
sustainable business would require:

1 Executive VP Research
1 Executive VP Chemistry
8 Senior Scientists Medicinal Chemistry
1 Senior Scientists Synthetic Chemistry
16 Scientists Synthetic Chemistry
32 Technicians Synthetic Chemistry
1 Senior Scientists Analytical Chemistry
2 Scientists Analytical Chemistry
4 Technicians Analytical Chemistry
1 VP Screening
6 Senior Scientists Screening
6 Scientists Screening
12 Technicians Screening
1 VP Basic Research
1 Senior Scientists Assay Development
4 Scientists Assay Development
8 Technicians Assay Development
1 Senior Scientists Cell Biology
4 Scientists Cell Biology
8 Technicians Cell Biology
1 Senior Scientists Mechanism of Action
4 Scientists Mechanism of Action
8 Technicians Mechanism of Action
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1 Senior Scientists Molecular Biology
4 Scientists Molecular Biology
8 Technicians Molecular Biology
1 Senior Scientists Cell & Tissue Culture
2 Scientists Cell & Tissue Culture
6 Technicians Cell & Tissue Culture
1 VP Facilities
6 Technicians Facilities
1 VP Intellectual Property
1 VP Operations
1 VP Finance
1 Director EH&S
1 Director Information Technology

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”. Screening costs are
based on a rate of $5,000 per 20 samples.

Salaries/Year $18,230,000
Building Costs $7,247,500
Equipment Costs $28,551,000
Supplies/Year $7,289,000 (Note: Synergy Study would cost $205,000)
Total (First Year) $61,317,500
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Projects to Generate Research Funding
Sierra Sciences has several investment opportunities to help us generate our own funding to fund
the research needed to find “The Cure for Aging”. Unlike the main “Cure for Aging” project
described above, investors and/or Go-To-Market partners will be provided with complete control
of the science and how their funding is spent on the project(s) that they participate in below. In
all cases Dr. Andrews would be available to educate audiences on the science behind the
products. And Dr. Andrews will be available to endorse any products that have solid peer
reviewed scientific publications supporting the product’s claims.

Investors and/or Go-To-Market partners are provided with several options to participate in any of
the “other” projects. These options are listed below. Exclusivity is also an option that can be
negotiated.

Options for participating in “other” projects

1. A project can be licensed from Sierra Sciences in its entirety. The licensor would be
responsible for completing any unfinished science, animal testing, pre-clinical & clinical
testing, production & manufacturing, and marketing. Sierra Sciences will expect royalties
of 10% of Gross Profits in return to be used to fund Sierra Sciences other research,
including “The Cure for Aging” project. This first option would be a complete
Go-To-Market partnership.

2. A project can be licensed simply for marketing by a Go-To-Market partner. If there is
unfinished science, animal testing, pre-clinical & clinical testing, production &
manufacturing, that still needs to be completed the licensor would be responsible for
providing the funding to have Sierra Sciences complete everything. In some cases, Sierra
Sciences may choose to contract work out to reduce costs and the licensor would be
responsible for covering those costs also. Sierra Sciences will expect royalties of 25% of
Gross Profits in return to be used to fund Sierra Sciences other research, including “The
Cure for Aging” project. This second option would be part investment in the specific
project with no equity in Sierra Sciences as well as a Go-To-Market partnership.

3. An investor can invest in a specific project with no equity in Sierra Sciences in which the
investor would have 75% ownership and Sierra Sciences would have 25% ownership of
the project or subsidiary. In such a case Sierra Sciences would be responsible for all the
work including the marketing. In some cases, Sierra Sciences may choose to contract
work out to reduce costs and the investor would be responsible for covering those costs
also. Sierra Sciences share of Net Profits and/or Dividends would be used to fund Sierra
Sciences other research, including “The Cure for Aging” project. Recouping of the
investment in the calculations of Net Profits is not preferred but can be negotiated.

4. Combinations of the above options can also be considered.

To clarify, Sierra Sciences is a Basic Discovery Research Lab and does not have experience or
expertise in animal testing, pre-clinical studies, clinical studies, large scale production,
manufacturing, or marketing. Funding to achieve these expertise’s from CRO’s will be the
responsibility of the licensor. Sierra Sciences would, in fact, like to develop these expertise’s
in-house but would require funding from the licensor to do so. And it is possible that Sierra
Sciences may also choose to develop these expertise’s in-house itself using funding from
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royalties. But, so far, Sierra Sciences has achieved only basic discovery research on any of the
“other” projects described below.

It is also important to clarify that all countries and regions have different regulations when it
comes to approving the sale and use of products. Some countries and regions may, in fact, have
no regulations at all. It is the responsibility of the licensor to understand and comply with the
various regulations.

It is our understanding that Charles River (https://www.criver.com/) already has an essential
monopoly on animal and pre-clinical testing for FDA (CBER and CVM) approval in the United
States. Licensors should contact them to learn more.

Some previous licensors have already achieved some, if not all, the expertise’s listed above for
some of the “other” projects. And, in some cases they have obtained regulatory approvals.
Licensors would need to contact them for more information.

Some of the “other” projects still need significant amounts of research done. Sierra Sciences is
available to do that work if the licensor provides the funding to do so. Sierra Sciences uses all of
its own funding to fund our main project called “The Cure for Aging” project described above.

The costs to undertake each project are described below in the detailed descriptions of each
opportunity. Many variables affect the costs. The costs shown are based on the assumption that a
new company is started from scratch.  So, the total costs should be considered as estimates of the
MAXIMUM expenses needed to complete the work. However, the expenses could be
significantly reduced if resources from other projects are shared and/or the investor or partner
chooses to do most of the work themselves at their own company that may already have most of
the resources. For example, each project includes the hiring of various Vice Presidents. But Vice
Presidents can handle multiple projects at a time. So, when multiple projects are licensed the
salaries for the Vice Presidents can be divided up proportionally. The same can be said for
commonly shared equipment such as centrifuges, incubators, etc. Funding of the projects can be
provided all up front, on a schedule, or on an as-needed basis.

In most cases below, before being able to market the products in humans and pets in the U.S.
they must receive regulatory approval from the Divisions of the FDA called CBER (for humans)
and CVM (for pets). But marketing in other countries would never be discouraged especially if
the investors, Go-To-Market partners, and/or licensors are actually citizens of the other countries.
In such cases, marketing in the U.S. would be considered “going outside the country”. However,
other countries will also have their own rules for regulatory approval to comply with.

The following chart shows all the opportunities to help Sierra Sciences self-fund our research to
“Find the Cure for Aging”. Each of these is described in more detail below.
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Human Growth Hormone

Though producing Human Growth Hormone (HGH) is not part of Sierra Sciences main mission,
it is the project that is most likely to quickly generate enough funding to support the research to
“Find a Cure for Aging”. The technology to produce HGH already exists at Sierra Sciences. This
technology has been kept a trade secret for 40 years and involves a technique invented by Dr.
Andrews in 1982 to produce HGH in E. coli bacteria without a Formyl-Methionine on the
N-terminus of the protein. When Genentech first discovered a way to produce HGH in E. coli in
the late 1970’s to provide an affordable way to treat baby dwarfs so that they would grow tall
they found that the HGH caused severe immune responses because bacteria always put a
Formyl-Methionine on the N-terminus of all the proteins that they produce. HGH that is
naturally produced in humans doesn’t contain the Formyl-Methionine. In the early 1980’s
Genentech contracted Codon Corporation to figure out a way to produce the HGH in E. coli
without the Formyl-Methionine. Codon put Dr. Andrews in charge of this project. In just a few
months Dr. Andrews engineered the gene for HGH to trick E. coli into producing HGH lacking
the Formyl-Methionine. Additional engineering by Dr. Andrews also caused the HGH to be
directed to a particular compartment within the E. coli that provided a way to make it easier and
far less expensive to purify the HGH from E. coli. At the time, producing HGH had Orphan Drug
status with the FDA because the only use for HGH was to make dwarfs grow tall and that was a
very small market. It was considered more of a humanitarian project than a revenue generating
project. So, Dr. Andrews’ trick was kept a trade secret instead of filing a patent on it.
Nevertheless, all patents on the technology would have expired by now anyway. Genentech
licensed HGH to Eli Lilly. When the body building market started to grow into a big market for
HGH an employee of Genentech stole the technology and started a company, GenSci, in China to
also produce HGH. As of November 25, 2020 GenSci is now worth $4.2 Billion
(https://www.forbes.com/profile/jin-lei/?sh=7d9685364e66). Both Eli Lilly and GenSci still sell
HGH today at tremendously high profit margins.
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Other companies also produce HGH, but they produce it in mammalian cells to overcome the
immune response issues because they don’t know how to produce a non-immunogenic version of
HGH in E. coli. This makes it far more expensive to produce the final product. And then even
other companies produce it in E. coli but have to take it through additional protocols after it is
produced to rid it of its immunogenic properties. These other protocols make it far more
expensive to produce the final product.
The engineered version of HGH that Sierra Sciences can provide has none of these issues and is
therefore much easier and cheaper to produce.

The global HGH market size is expected to reach a value of USD 8.5 billion by 2027
(https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-human-growth-hormone-hgh-market).
HGH could generate revenue of $85 million/year within 2 years and $340 million/year within 4
years. To initiate a business producing HGH into a sustainable business would require:

1 Molecular Biologist that is skilled in procaryotic expression
1 Cell Biologist that is skilled in large scale culturing of E. coli
2 Protein Chemists skilled at protein purification from E. coli
2 QA/QC Scientists
2 Animal Testing Scientists
1 Clinical Affairs Scientist
1 Head of Product Development
1 Head of Manufacturing and Production
1 Head of Marketing

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $1,710,000
Building Costs $578,500
Equipment Costs $2,653,500
Supplies/Year $500,000
Total (First Year) $5,442,000
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Immortal Pet Cloning

Cloning of Pets is now an established industry in which several companies around the world are
cloning people’s pets after they pass away or beforehand. These companies include BioVenic
(https://www.biovenic.com/) in New York, Sinogene (https://www.sinogene.org/) in Beijing,
China, Viagene Pets (https://viagenpets.com/) in Texas, Sooam Biotech
(http://en.sooam.com/main.html) in South Korea, and others. Viagene, for example, charges
$50,000 to clone a pet.

When Dr. Andrews worked at Geron Corporation, Geron owned Dolly the Sheep, the very first
animal ever cloned. Michael West, the founder of Geron Corporation, president of Biotime and
AgeX, as well as a member of Sierra Sciences Scientific Advisory Board, did a lot of research on
cloning cattle. As a result, Dr. Andrews has had first-hand experience with the problems that can
associated with animal cloning and knows how to avoid them. Not surprising to Dr. Andrews,
most of the problems are associated with short telomeres.

Sierra Sciences has the technology to lengthen the telomeres in pet cells before being cloned into
pets. Sierra Sciences also has the technology to engineer the cells so that they don’t experience
future telomere shortening; thus, making them essentially immortal. Sierra Sciences has been
utilizing this type of technology, called Telomerase Gene Therapy, with a host of different
vectors, including Lentivirus, Adenovirus, Simplex Virus, Cytomegalovirus, etc. since the
company’s infancy in 1998. Dr. Andrews has also been using these technologies for hTERT
delivery, prior to Sierra Sciences, ever since he first led the research to discover hTERT in the
early to mid-1990’s at Geron Corporation. And, he has been using these technologies to deliver
other genes for over 40 years. In the early 1970’s Dr. Andrews first wrote a paper on using
retroviruses to deliver the Hexosaminidase A gene to cure patients suffering from Tay Sachs
Disease. Surprisingly, this is still in discussion almost 50 years later today
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(http://www.curetay-sachs.org/genetherapy.jsp) because funding is always the obstacle, never the
science.

Most recently, in 2008, Dr. Andrews, has included Adeno Associated Virus (AAV) in his
repertoire of gene therapy delivery systems, which is discussed further below in Telomerase
Gene Therapy.

Sierra Sciences already routinely immortalizes cells for its research and the total cost of
producing immortalized cells costs Sierra Sciences about $50,000. Combining Sierra Science’s
telomere lengthening technology with pet cloning can result in cloned pets that do not age. Since
telomere lengths are not expected to affect development at all, these pets should develop into
normal adult size pets, but not experience any aging afterwards.

In the United States regulatory approval is required from the Center for Veterinary Medicine
(CVM), a division of the FDA, before the transplantation of the engineered egg cell into the
surrogate female can be performed on a commercial basis. Other countries will often have
similar regulations. Sierra Sciences is seeking Go-To-Market partners that can work with the
CVM, or the equivalent in their own countries, to conduct the animal testing for safety and
efficacy and obtain regulatory approval. In exchange Sierra Sciences will provide the
Go-To-Market partner with marketing rights.

The global pet cloning market size is available at
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/pet-cloning-market-share-2021---global-industry-re
search-update-future-scope-size-estimation-revenue-pricing-trends-regional-outlook-and-forecast
-to-2026-2021-01-15?tesla=y. Providing the option to lengthen the telomeres before cloning or
making the cloned cells immortal should increase this market.

Immortal Pet Cloning could generate revenue of $20 million/year within 2 years and $400
billion/year within 5 years.

To initiate a business producing Immortal Pets into a sustainable business would require:

1 Cell Biologist that is skilled in transfection and infection protocols of mammalian cells
1 Embryologist that is skilled in animal cloning
1 Animal Care Scientist
1 Head of Marketing

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $540,000
Building Costs $214,500
Equipment Costs $171,200
Supplies/Year $100,000
Total (First Year) $1,025,700
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Telomerase Gene Therapy

Sierra Sciences has already invented a patented “Cure for Aging”, it’s just not affordable. It is
called Telomerase Gene Therapy. Our technology results in cells producing 30 times more
telomerase than is needed to simply stop telomere shortening. So, using this technology the
telomeres actually get longer. However, to treat one person with our Telomerase Gene Therapy
costs Sierra Sciences about $1 million per patient. As such, at the time of this writing, we still
have not been able to treat one person. Treating someone with our Telomerase Gene Therapy
would not only provide Sierra Sciences with funding to fund the research to find “The
[affordable] Cure for Aging” it would also provide proof of concept for non-believers that
lengthening telomeres will provide many health benefits to humans and pets including curing
their aging.

Our telomerase gene therapy is ready for immediate clinical testing and regulatory approval. It is
also considered ready for immediate marketing because of new FDA rulings that allow patients
to pay to be in clinical studies under the following terms:

FDA regulations permit such trials in “extraordinary circumstances,” such as when the drug
being tested has a price tag so high that the trial couldn’t otherwise be run.
-Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations (FDA) – June 2016 21 CFR 312.8(b)(1)(iii)

As a result, Go-To-Market Partners can start generating revenue as soon as the testing begins.

Also, in the U.S. the FDA has recently allowed special provisions for gene therapy studies that
will allow quicker and easier approval under the new Regenerative Medicine Advanced Therapy
(RMAT) designation.
-Section 3033 of the 21st Century Cures Act
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However, Go-To-Market partners will need to conduct the studies under the jurisdictions of the
countries in which the studies are conducted.

Gene Therapy is the science/medicine of delivering genes to cells to produce medically
beneficial activities to the cells that were lacking or deficient before the therapy. Genes can be
delivered to cells using viruses, liposomes, nanoparticles, etc. Dr. Andrews’ 40 years of
experience with gene therapy has shown that viruses are the most effective method of delivering
genes to cells. The safest viral delivery system at the present time is Adeno Associated Virus
(AAV) and Sierra Sciences has been using this system to successfully deliver genes, including
the telomerase gene, to cells in vitro since 2008.

Over 200 clinical studies are presently underway using AAV gene therapy to safely deliver a
variety of genes to humans. And numerous studies have been published showing successful and
safe delivery of genes, including telomerase, to animals using AAV gene therapy.

Sierra Sciences has written complete clinical protocols to use AAV telomerase gene therapy to
treat many diseases, called Telomeropathies, associated with shortened telomeres. These include
Alzheimer’s Disease, Clinical Limb Ischemia, Cardiomyopathy, and Aging itself. These are
listed in ClinicalTrials.gov at
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?recrs=&cond=&term=libella&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=.
Other protocols are presently being written for other telomeropathies including, Idiopathic
Pulmonary Fibrosis, Degenerative Disc Disease, AIDS, Demyelinating Disorders (e.g., MS and
CIDP), and many more. In fact, there are no diseases anymore that have not been shown in
scientific peer reviewed journals to be associated with telomere length. To see this, go to
www.pubmed.gov and type “Telomer* AND [disease of choice]” in the search window.
Lengthening telomeres could be the best discovery ever to provide health benefits to humans and
pets.

As stated above, Sierra Sciences has already created and patented the Telomerase Gene
Therapies. They are just sitting in our freezers now. But Sierra Sciences does not yet have the
infrastructure to scale up the gene therapy to sufficient quantities to produce enough for even one
dose. Large scale production is something that Sierra Sciences is considering for the future, but
in the meantime, it makes more sense to contract the work out to a “Contract Research
Organization” CRO that already does have the infrastructure. We have already established a
relationship with such a CRO called ViroVek (www.virovek.com). The dose needed to treat one
person, or one pet depends on the weight of the patient. The cost quoted by ViroVek to produce
enough gene therapy to treat one person or one pet weighing 150 pounds is $400,000.

Sierra Sciences is also not a company that can treat animals and humans with the gene therapy.
We are only a basic discovery research company. Before marketing can begin pre-clinical and
clinical studies will need to be completed. Pre-clinical animal safety studies compliant with FDA
guidelines costs about $700,000 (quoted from Charles River
https://www.criver.com/about-us/about-us-overview/animals-research?region=3601). Because of
the high cost of the gene therapy, animal efficacy would be best done on small animals.
However, as stated before, mice and other rodents, do not experience telomere shortening. So,
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they could not be the animal used in efficacy studies. The smallest animal that we have been able
to find that experiences telomere shortening is Pygmy Marmosets, a non-human primate (NHP).
To begin any of the pre-clinical and clinical studies Sierra Sciences would need to hire a Vice
President of Clinical Affairs to oversee that all the studies were done in a way that is compliant
with FDA guidelines. Sierra Sciences does not have that expertise at the present time.

To conduct clinical studies in humans Sierra Sciences would have to contract with a hospital that
is experiences in such studies. Sierra Sciences is presently in discussions with the Fundación
Cardiovascular de Colombia (FCV) in Bucaramanga, Colombia, South America and Clínica
Imbanaco in Cali, Colombia, South America, though other hospitals and other countries are also
being considered. The FDA now allows clinical studies to be done in other countries to reduce
costs. Colombia has made strives to make themselves the Go-To country for such studies. The
total costs quoted by Colombia hospitals, so far, to pay hospitals, doctors, testing, patient
transportation, etc. is approximately $600,000 per patient. Adding to that the $400,000 cost of
producing the gene therapy brings the total cost to treat one human patient weighing about 150
pounds once to about $1 million.

Conditional upon endorsement by the Vice President of Clinical Affairs, Sierra Sciences has
already ascertained that Phase I clinical safety studies will require 10 patients treated one at a
time every 6 weeks. Then 50 patients will be needed in Phase II and III efficacy studies treated 5
at a time every 6 weeks. The total costs of treating 60 people is estimated to be $60 million USD.

Part of the negotiations with the hospitals is to allow them to then provide this therapy to patients
after the studies are approved at a profit. They will probably provide the therapy for $2 million
per dose.

Pets
Regarding pets, Telomerases are slightly different from species to species. So, to prevent
immune responses it would be best to treat each pet with their own species-specific telomerase.
In addition, binding of the protein component of telomerase to the RNA component of
telomerase appears to be species specific so using Human TERT in dogs may not result in as
much telomerase activity in dogs as using Dog TERT in dogs, for example. Sierra Sciences has
already created AAV telomerase gene therapies for Dog, Cats, and Horses. We have also created
one for Pigs since pigs are often used in efficacy studies for human drug approval.

In the United States regulatory approval is required from the Center for Veterinary Medicine
(CVM), a division of the FDA, before the gene therapies can be marketed for pets. Other
countries will often have similar regulations. However, Go-To-Market partners will need to
conduct the studies under the jurisdictions of the countries in which the studies are conducted.

As with humans, Sierra Sciences is not able to treat pets themselves; at least not yet. So, initially,
Sierra Sciences would need to contract with pet clinics and hospitals to do animal studies.
However, Sierra Sciences plans to develop its own animal testing facility as soon as possible.
Nevertheless, establishing contracts with pet clinics and hospitals will still be necessary to
provide the telomerase gene therapy to pets as a product after testing is complete.
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The cost per dose per weight will remain the same as for humans at about $400,000 per
150-pound pet. Horses will therefore typically cost more than humans while cats and dogs will
cost much less.

The only non-human animals that have been shown to experience telomere shortening are
non-human primates (except Lemurs), dogs, cats, horses, sheep, pig, and deer. As mentioned
above this therapy will not work on rodents such as mice and rabbits.

At the time of this writing, Sierra Sciences has only tested our dog telomerase gene therapy on
dog cells in vitro and has shown that it works. Sierra Sciences still needs to test Cat and Horse
telomerase gene therapies on Cat and Horse cells in vitro.

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a well published telomeropathy. Cats suffer
from an identical disease caused by Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV). Efficacy studies to
cure cats of this disease is being considered.

Testing, veterinarians, and hospital costs will be significantly less expensive that for humans and
shouldn’t amount to more than $100,000 per pet. Conditional upon endorsement by the Vice
President of Clinical Affairs (yet to be hired) 10 dogs, 10 cats, and 10 horses will need to be
tested in animal studies. There are no restrictions on how many we can treat at one time. The
total cost of the studies will be $30 million assuming the average weight of the smaller breeds of
dogs is 20 pounds, cats 5 pounds, horses 1000 pounds. After the studies are completed, the clinic
will provide this therapy to pets for a profit at a cost that is expected to be at least twice the cost
to treat the pets in the studies.

Gene Editing
Sierra Sciences has the technology to edit the regulatory regions of the TERT gene in humans
and pets by gene therapy delivery of Zinc Fingers, Talen, or CRISPr. Once delivered, these gene
editing tools can be used to allow inducible or constitutive TERT expression.

Likewise, Sierra Sciences can edit other genes and other regulatory regions also.

CRISPr Gene Regulation
The use of Gene Therapy to produce telomerase activity in humans and pets can also be
accomplished by overriding the regulation of the TERT gene by gene therapy delivery of the
CRISPRa gene activation system. Similarly, CRISPRi can be used to repress expression of the
genes encoding endogenous TERT gene repressors.

Likewise, Sierra Sciences can regulate other genes also.

All methods for telomerase gene therapy described above can be marketed for skin care, wound
healing, eyecare, dental care, hair care, ex vivo therapies, stem cell enhancement, etc.

Telomerase Gene Therapy for humans and pets could each generate revenue for Sierra Sciences
of $1 million/year within 2 years and $20 billion/year within 5 years.
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To initiate a business providing Telomerase Gene Therapy into a sustainable business would
require:

1 Vice President of Clinical Affairs

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies” as well as the discussion
above.

Salaries/Year $200,000
Building Costs $130,000
Equipment Costs $0
Supplies/Year $0
CRO Costs $90,700,000
Total (First Year) $91,030,000
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Cancer Diagnostics

The cancer diagnostic test that Sierra Sciences has is the same proprietary high throughput
robotic screening assay (discussed above), called the High Throughput hTERT Expression
Detection Assay, that Sierra Sciences already uses to screen cells treated with pharmaceuticals
and nutraceuticals to see if the pharmaceuticals or nutraceuticals induce the expression of
telomerase. 85% of all cancers express telomerase as a result of mutations and/or chromosome
rearrangements to the chromosomes of the cancer cells. These mutations and chromosomal
rearrangements are usually caused by the pre-existing cancer cells’ short telomeres. Since the
only other cells in the human body that express telomerase are the very rare primordial germ
cells, any other cells in the body that are found to produce telomerase are most likely cancer
cells.

This assay is >95% reliable in identifying a biopsy specimen submitted for testing as cancerous
and ~85% reliable in identifying a biopsy specimen submitted for testing as not cancerous.  No
other diagnostic that exists today to detect early-stage cancers is as reliable as this. No further
“discovery research” is needed to make this assay available for cancer detection.

Before this assay can be used for diagnostics in humans and pets in the U.S. it must receive
regulatory approval from the Divisions of the FDA called CBER (for humans) and CVM (for
pets). Other countries will have their own rules for regulatory approval to comply with.

The Cancer Diagnostics Market size valued at over USD 104.8 billion in 2019 and is expected to
grow at 8.5% CAGR between 2020 and 2026. See:
https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/cancer-diagnostics-market?gclid=CjwKCAiAp4K
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CBhB6EiwAxRxbpDjKtHZcSfVW3tKkViZtvenlgLTbwHKPJ5jM_x78dsg3fsiB3DIxQxoCu4w
QAvD_BwE. As just stated above, Sierra Sciences diagnostic will be far more accurate than any
other cancer diagnostic, so Sierra Sciences diagnostic should capture a significant portion of the
market.
Sierra Sciences cancer diagnostic could generate revenue of >$10 million/year within 2 years.

To initiate a business Diagnosing Cancer into a sustainable business shouldn’t require much
more than a small demonstration with cancer biopsies to show proof of concept. It would then be
licensed to labs that already have the testing equipment and trained personnel.

1 VP Screening
1 Senior Scientist Screening
1 Scientist Screening
2 Technician Screening
1 Director of Business Development

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”. Screening costs are
based on a rate of $5,000 per 20 samples.

Salaries/Year $760,000
Building Costs $221,000
Equipment Costs $400,000
Supplies/Year $50,000 (to test 200 biopsies)
Total (First Year) $1,431,000
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Cancer Treatments

Many cancer treatments exist today. They include mostly chemotherapies and immunotherapies.
Newer technologies targeting telomerase have surfaced in the past 20 years and Dr. Andrews is
one of the inventors of all of them. The most promising of these technologies so far are inhibitors
of telomerase activity, such as Imetelstat, that kill cancers by allowing the telomeres to shorten,
inducing senescence in the cancer cells. The main problem with this type of technology is the
shortened telomeres also induce skyrocketing mutation rates that allow cancers to find other
ways to lengthen telomeres such as the “Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) pathway”.
No one has yet figured out how to inhibit ALT.

The shortened telomeres also induce mutations to allow cancers to metastasize and survive
anything (e.g., chemotherapies) treatments are used to try to kill them. This is why most cancers
come back.

Dr. Andrews has significant experience in cancer research and was awarded 2nd place for U.S.
Inventor of the Year for his cancer research in 1997. In order for a cancer to survive long enough
to kill a person it must solve its telomere shortening problem because if the telomeres are
allowed to shorten then a cancer cannot get larger than a large mole before succumbing to
senescence and dying. 85% of all cancers keep their telomeres long by producing telomerase as a
result of the mutations induced by their short telomeres. Dr. Andrews has designed strategies
called “Toxic Nucleotides” and “Toxic hTR” that poison telomerase producing cells WITHOUT
inhibiting telomerase’s activity. Thus, telomerase remains active, telomeres remain long, and
mutation rates do not skyrocket. In fact, if telomeres are already short in cancer cells Dr.
Andrews intends to temporarily produce additional telomerase in the cancer cells by hTERT
induction or hTERT gene therapy to first lengthen the telomeres to prevent the skyrocketing
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mutation rates. And, then he plans to poison the cancer cells that still produce telomerase
afterwards.

Since non-cancer cells do not contain telomerase, or significantly less telomerase than cancer
cells do, these protocols will be relatively harmless, to non-cancer cells.

The global cancer therapy market was valued at approximately USD 158 billion in 2020, and it is
expected to witness a revenue of USD 268 billion in 2026, with a CAGR of 9.15% over the
forecast period (https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/cancer-therapy-market).
Sierra Sciences Cancer Treatments could generate revenue >$10 million/year within two years.

Plan 1: Toxic Nucleotides
This project will require substantial research. However, the principle is solid, and the research is
very straight forward. The approach is to test 1000’s of nucleotide analogs, using our high
throughput screening robots to identify analogs that get successfully incorporated into telomere
sequences by telomerase but are completely ignored by all other polymerases. These nucleotides
would then be modified to be toxic using medicinal chemistry. When introducing these toxic
nucleotide analogs to cancer cells the telomerase enzyme will incorporate the nucleotides into
the telomere sequence killing the cancer cell. Since non-cancer cells do not contain telomerase,
these nucleotides will be harmless to non-cancer cells.

As of yet, Sierra Sciences has not tested any nucleotide analogs. There are 18 known
polymerases besides telomerase in human cells, though only 5 of them might be important for
cell survival. These 5 (α, β, γ, δ, and ϵ) are very well characterized polymerases that are
commercially available and easily tested. Sierra Sciences already has the enzyme telomerase and
the tests for its activity.

To initiate a business treating cancer using Toxic Nucleotides into a sustainable business
would require:

VP Chemistry
VP Screening
Senior Scientist Medicinal Chemistry
Scientist Synthetic Chemistry
2 Technicians Synthetic Chemistry
Senior Scientist Screening
2 Technician Screening
VP Clinical Affairs
VP Manufacturing and Production
Senior Scientist Manufacturing and Production
Scientist Manufacturing and Production
2 Technician Manufacturing and Production
VP Marketing
VP Product Development
VP QA/QC
Senior Scientist QA/QC
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2 Technician QA/QC
Senior Scientist Cell Biology
Senior Scientist Cell & Tissue Culture
Scientist Cell Biology
Scientist Cell & Tissue Culture
2 Technician Cell Biology
2 Technician Cell & Tissue Culture

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $3,670,000
Building Costs $1,189,500
Equipment Costs $3,351,000
Supplies/Year $2,200,000 (assuming 20,000 nucleotides tested)
Total (First Year) $10,410,500

Plan 2: Toxic hTR
When Dr. Andrews first discovered the RNA component (hTR) of human telomerase at Geron
Corporation in 1994, he and his team proved to the world that they had succeeded by changing
the template sequence CUAACC of hTR to CCAACC and CAAACC and then showed that the
new hTR template sequences produced telomeres with new repeat sequences corresponding to
the new templates. Soon thereafter, at Sierra Sciences, Dr. Andrews and his new team tried
creating newer template sequences to see if any were toxic to the cell when creating the new
telomere repeats corresponding to the new templates. They created nine new templates and found
a few that were toxic. The most toxic template was CGCUAC, and Sierra Sciences patented this
technology. There are 4096 different templates that can be created and so far, Sierra Sciences has
only created 11 total. If we were to test the remaining 4085 template sequences it is very likely
that we will find templates far more toxic than CGCUAC. Sierra Sciences will also want to try
varying the length of the telomere template sequence that should provide an indefinite number of
other telomere templates to test.

The most toxic template could then be delivered to cancer cells by gene therapy and poison all
cancer’s that produce telomerase. Other, non-cancer, cells will also receive the toxic template,
but they will be unaffected by the template because they don’t produce the hTERT protein
component of telomerase like 85% of all cancer cells do.

To initiate a business treating cancer using Toxic hTR into a sustainable business would
require:

VP Screening
Scientist Screening
2 Technician Screening
VP Basic Research
Senior Scientist Molecular Biology
Scientist Molecular Biology
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10 Technician Molecular Biology
Senior Scientist Cell Biology
Scientist Cell Biology
10 Technician Cell Biology
Senior Scientists Cell & Tissue Culture
Scientist Cell & Tissue Culture
2 Technician Cell & Tissue Culture
VP Clinical Affairs
VP Manufacturing and Production
Senior Scientist Manufacturing and Production
Scientist Manufacturing and Production
2 Technician Manufacturing and Production
VP Marketing
VP Product Development
VP QA/QC
Senior Scientist QA/QC
2 Technician QA/QC

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $4,760,000
Building Costs $1,254,500
Equipment Costs $3,070,200
Supplies/Year $4,289,250
Total (First Year) $13,373,950
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Telomere Length Measurement

Several methods exist today to measure telomere lengths. They include:
I. Terminal Restriction Fragment (TRF) analysis
II. Q-PCR
III. Flow-FISH
IV. HT Q-FISH
V. STELA
VI. Universal STELA

However, none of these protocols are very accurate. They also cannot reliably identify which
chromosome the telomere is from, and they cannot identify heritable aberrations in the telomere
sequences. Nevertheless, the best protocol today is called HT Q-FISH because it will provide not
just the “average telomere length” but the “Percent of Telomeres that are Critically Short”. But it
is also the most expensive commercially available protocol. In short, telomere length
measurement today is only useful in large population studies and is not reliable enough to
provide an individual person with a meaningful, reproducible result.

Sierra Sciences has designed two protocols, called AutoFISH and TeloSMRT to measure
telomere lengths. AutoFISH that is very similar to HT Q-FISH but is far more affordable than
HT Q-FISH because it doesn’t require the use of microscopy. TeloSMRT is a very informative
telomere length protocol that measures telomeres very accurately and provides more information
than just their length.

A recent review of the field can be found at
https://bisouv.com/uncategorized/3560392/cellular-health-single-test-panel-market-2021-data-an
alysis-and-brief-review/
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According to
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/cellular-health-screening-test-market-2270
41930.html the global cellular health screening market, that includes telomere length
measurement, is estimated to reach USD 3.42 billion by 2022 from USD 2.12 billion in 2017, at
a CAGR of 10.0% during the forecast period. Sierra Sciences Telomere Length Measurement
Protocols could generate revenue >$2 million/year within two years.

Plan 1: AutoFISH
As mentioned above, the best telomere length measurement protocol that exists today is HT
Q-FISH because it is the only method that can measure the percent of telomeres that are critically
short. Many theories, including those of Dr. Andrews, as to why telomere length affects aging
and declining health is not because of the average length of telomeres but because of the
percentage of telomeres that are critically short. Typically, a telomere that is 10,000 bases in
length has no serious effects on cells that are different from the effects seen in cells having
telomere lengths of 15,000 bases. It is only when telomeres get down to about 5,000 bases that
serious problems occur. So, measuring the percent of telomeres that are short could be far more
informative of a person’s health than measuring the average length of telomeres.

Sierra Sciences has invented a protocol to measure the percentage of telomeres that are short (as
well as the average telomere lengths) that does not need microscopy making it a lot more
affordable, quicker, and easier than HT Q-FISH.

To initiate a business of measuring telomere lengths by AutoFISH into a sustainable business
would require:

VP Basic Research
Senior Scientist Assay Development
Scientist Assay Development
2 Technician Assay Development
Senior Scientist Molecular Biology
Scientist Molecular Biology
2 Technician Molecular Biology
VP Screening
Senior Scientist Screening
Scientist Screening
2 Technician Screening
VP Clinical Affairs
Director Clinical Affairs
VP Marketing
VP Product Development
VP QA/QC
Senior Scientist QA/QC
Scientist QA/QC
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All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $2,850,000
Building Costs $923,000
Equipment Costs $1,932,600
Supplies/Year $300,000
Total (First Year) $6,005,600

Plan 2: TeloSMRT
Sierra Sciences has designed a protocol called TeloSMRT for measuring telomere lengths that
utilizes a “Long-Read” DNA sequencing protocol called Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT)
sequencing. Long Read Sequencing has recently provided the scientific and medical
communities with the ability to obtain full length chromosome sequences from
Telomere-To-Telomere. But the sequences are NOT Telomere-Through-Telomere because the
protocols to do Long Read DNA sequencing have no way to show that the very tip of the
telomere has been reached during the read.

Sierra Sciences has invented a way, using our proprietary adapters and primers, to show that the
very tip of the telomere has been reached during a read. Using our proprietary method to do
Long-Read sequencing Sierra Sciences will be able to know:

I. The length of each telomere
II. Which type of chromosome and chromosome arm each telomere belongs to
III. The sequence of the telomere. Heritable aberrations in the telomere sequences have

been discovered but their role in the disease process has never been described.
IV. The variation in length and sequence among telomeres from the same type of

chromosome and chromosome arm (such as the p arm of Chromosome 7 versus the p
arm of another Chromosome 7)

V. And the variation in length and sequence among other types of chromosome and
chromosome arms (such as the p arm of Chromosome 7 versus the q arm of
Chromosome 12)

Knowing the length and sequence of telomeres from each chromosome and chromosome arm
allows the study of the role of each chromosome arm in the manifestation of various
telomeropathies.  The TeloSMRT protocol will provide many significant medical diagnoses for
individual patients that no other telomere length measurement protocol can.

The TeloSMRT protocol will not be inexpensive until the cost of sequencing DNA drops
considerably more than it already has. Quotations from companies, such as Pacific Bio
(www.pacb.com) that already do Long-Read sequencing have been in the neighborhood of
$230,000 per patient. Alternatively, it will cost about $525,000 for Sierra Sciences to purchase its
own Long-Read sequencing machine from Pacific Bio and then the sequencing would cost
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$1,300 per patient. This is far more expensive that any commercial telomere length measurement
company charges, but it would be the only system that would provide anything meaningful to the
patient. Once Sierra Sciences could establish the TeloSMRT protocol as a medically valuable
tool medical insurance could cover the costs.

To initiate a business measuring telomere lengths by TeloSMRT into a sustainable business
would require:

VP Basic Research
Senior Scientist Assay Development
Scientist Assay Development
2 Technician Assay Development
Senior Scientist Molecular Biology
Scientist Molecular Biology
2 Technician Molecular Biology
Director Business Development
VP Clinical Affairs
Director Clinical Affairs
VP Marketing

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $1,720,000
Building Costs $507,000
Equipment Costs $618,600
Supplies/Year $300,000
Total (First Year) $3,145,600
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Telomere Protection

When a person has the perfect genetics and leads the perfect lifestyle that person’s telomeres will
still shorten at a rate of about 40 bases per year. That will give a person a maximum lifespan of
125 years given that people are born with telomeres 10,000 bases long and their cells cease the
ability to function when they get as short as 5,000 bases. But no one has the perfect genetics, and
no one leads the perfect lifestyle. So, no one in recorded history has ever lived to be 125 years
old. Poor genetics, lifestyle choices, and diet can accelerate the rate of telomere shortening and,
therefore, accelerate a person’s rate of aging. In most cases, this is due to an increase in
inflammation and/or oxidative stress. Sierra Sciences has compiled a list of natural products that
when mixed together decreases the rate of accelerated telomere shortening as much as possible.
This mixture is called the Dr. Andrews Pak and is available for marketing now.

Since the ingredients are natural products that people already consume it is not necessary to get
regulatory approval as per the FDA’s “Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS)” exclusion criteria
in the United States. The same is true for most other countries also. The names of the natural
products are trade secrets and will be provided upon signing an agreement. The Dr. Andrews Pak
can be marketed immediately as supplements for humans and pets.

The global nutraceutical market should reach $336.1 billion by 2023 from $230.9 billion in 2018
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.8%, from 2018 to 2023.
(https://www.bccresearch.com/market-research/food-and-beverage/nutraceuticals-global-markets
.html#:~:text=The%20global%20nutraceutical%20market%20should%20reach%20%24285.0%2
0billion%20by%202021,%25%2C%20from%202016%20to%202021).
Sierra Sciences Telomere Protection products could generate revenue >$2 million/year within
two years.

To initiate a business protecting telomeres into a sustainable business would require:
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Director Business Development
VP Manufacturing and Production
Senior Scientist Manufacturing and Production
Scientist Manufacturing and Production
2 Technician Manufacturing and Production
VP Marketing
VP Product Development

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $1,090,000
Building Costs $344,500
Equipment Costs $16,000
Supplies/Year $300,000
Total (First Year) $1,750,500
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Pharmaceutical Telomerase Inducers (Pharmaceutical to Slow Aging)

Pharmaceuticals to slow aging is a subset of “The Cure for Aging” described above except the
project discussed here only includes the Pharmaceutical hits that are potent enough to slow down
aging and not reverse it. Our patented pharmaceutical called C0314818 (aka TAM818) is an
example of such a hit. C0314818 has already been approved for use in skin care products in
Japan, South Korea, New Zealand, and Australia. It has also been approved as an oral
supplement in Japan and South Korea.

At the time of this writing Sierra Sciences presently has exclusive and non-exclusive license
agreements with Go-To-Market partners to market C0314818 in several territories. But many
territories still exist, and world-wide exclusivity will only be provided to a Go-To-Market partner
that can demonstrate successful marketing in the territory(s) that they already have. Termination
clauses exist in all of the present agreements that can be exercised if minimum milestones are not
met. Therefore, exclusive worldwide marketing rights are still available.

Presently, C0314818 is by far the world’s most potent telomerase inducer, exhibiting about 16%
as much induction of telomerase activity as we believe is necessary to stop telomere shortening.
Sierra Sciences also has about a dozen other patented chemical compounds that are almost as
potent as C0314818 and 900+ chemical compounds that are weaker. Many of those are also
patented. In all cases, these chemicals are available to license to commercialize now. Sierra
Sciences is continuing to discover even more potent chemical compounds, at a testing cost of
$250 per compound, and these will also be available to license and market after they are
discovered.

The chemical structure of all the telomerase inducers, including C0314818, will be provided
once agreements have been signed. The structures of most of the telomerase inducers, including
C0314818 have not been found in any database of chemical structures that Sierra Sciences has
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searched. That is, they are very unique. And, in all cases, they satisfy the tenets of the “Lipinski's
rule of five” (see http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/software/drugdesign/lipinski.jsp).

All telomerase inducing pharmaceuticals can be marketed as supplements, pet products, skin care
products, wound healing, eyecare, dental care, hair care, ex vivo therapies, stem cell
enhancement, etc.

Pet Food Additives
A Pet Food Additive containing Sierra Sciences’ most potent telomerase inducer, C0314818, is
expected to be the most profitable product that can be derived from the discoveries that Sierra
Sciences has made so far. This telomerase inducer is ready to be sprinkled on pet foods as soon
as the Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM), a division of the FDA, provides approval in the
United States. Other countries will often have similar regulations. Sierra Sciences is seeking
Go-To-Market partners that can work with the CVM, or the equivalent in their own countries, to
conduct the animal testing for safety and efficacy and obtain regulatory approval. In exchange
Sierra Sciences will provide the Go-To-Market partner with marketing rights.

Sierra Sciences has already identified Pet Product companies interested in marketing these
additives once CVM approval is obtained. And we can introduce parties to these companies if
they will conduct the studies needed for regulatory approval. This telomerase inducer is not
similar to any other pharmaceutical or natural product that has already been approved by the
CVM.  No further “discovery research” is needed to make this into a product.

Synergy Plan
In addition to screening chemicals one at a time, we also plan to try screening mixtures of
chemicals. We speculate that the telomerase promoter is repressed by more than one repressor at
more than one type of repressor binding site. Some of the hits that we have already obtained
might disrupt the binding of only one of the repressors while other hits might only disrupt the
binding of another repressor. Derepressing both repressors might at the same time by using both
chemicals at the same time may provide synergistic telomerase gene induction.  Sierra Sciences
plans to test the strongest chemical hit from each hit family in all mixtures of two. That is, as of
3/21/2021 Sierra Sciences has discovered 39 chemical families of hits. Making mixtures of all
combinations of two chemical hits would amount to ((39x39-39)/2)+2*39 = 819 different
combinations including each chemical hit as a singlet at the same concentration found in the
mixtures as well as each chemical hit as a singlet at twice the concentration found in the
mixtures. Also, every time a new family of chemical hits is discovered the strongest member of
the new family would need to be rescreened as a mixture with each of the strongest members of
each previous hit family. This could provide a tremendous shortcut to creating a supplement that
induces the maximum amount of telomerase expression.

Pharmaceutical revenues worldwide Totaled 1.25 trillion U.S. dollars in 2019.
(https://www.statista.com/topics/1764/global-pharmaceutical-industry/#:~:text=The%20pharmac
eutical%20industry%20is%20responsible,trillion%20U.S.%20dollars%20in%202019). Sierra
Sciences’ Pharmaceuticals to Slow Aging could generate revenue >$1 million/year within two
years.
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Most of the costs to pursue this project are already built into the costs of the “The Cure for
Aging” described above as the main project.  So, to initiate a business providing pharmaceutical
telomerase inducers to just slow down the aging process into a sustainable business would
require only the following:

VP Animal Testing/Care
Senior Scientist Animal Testing/Care
Scientist Animal Testing/Care
2 Technician Animal Testing/Care
Director Animal Housing
2 Support Staff Animal Housing
Director Business Development
Director Clinical Affairs
VP Clinical Affairs
VP Manufacturing and Production
Senior Scientist Manufacturing and Production
Scientist Manufacturing and Production
2 Technician Manufacturing and Production
VP Marketing
VP Product Development

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”. Screening costs are
based on a rate of $5,000 per 20 samples.

Salaries/Year $2,470,000
Building Costs $793,000
Equipment Costs $0
Supplies/Year $0
Total (First Year) $3,263,000
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Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers (Nutraceutical to Slow Aging)

Nutraceuticals do not require as rigorous FDA approval criteria as Pharmaceuticals under the
FDA ruling of “Generally Recognized As Safe” (GRAS) (see
https://www.fda.gov/food/cfsan-constituent-updates/fda-issues-final-rule-food-ingredients-may-b
e-generally-recognized-safe). That is why the Nutraceutical market is so large even though
nutraceuticals are generally not as potent or as safe as pharmaceuticals.

Sierra Sciences already has exclusive and non-exclusive license agreements with Go-To-Market
partners to market various Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers in many territories. And, Sierra
Sciences has identified many other Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers that are still available to
license by new Go-To-Market partners. Many territories are still available, and world-wide
exclusivity will only be provided to a Go-To-Market partner that can demonstrate successful
marketing in the territory(s) that they already have. Termination clauses exist in all of the present
agreements that can be exercised if minimum milestones are not met. Therefore, exclusive
worldwide marketing rights are still available. Telomerase inducing nutraceuticals can be
marketed immediately as supplements, pet products, skin care products, wound healing, eyecare,
dental care, hair care, ex vivo therapies, stem cell enhancement, etc.

Testing to find even additional Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers is something that Sierra
Sciences would also do on a contract basis. Sierra Sciences can test plant extracts, up to 4,000
per week, at a cost of $5,000 per run where each run can test 1-20 plant extracts (note: the cost to
test one is just as much as the cost to test 20). Sierra Sciences has already tested 12,000 plant
extracts in our proprietary high throughput robotic hTERT expression screening assay and have
discovered 45 (~1 in 250) plant extracts that induce telomerase expression. These plant extracts
are referred to as “Hits”. There are about 3 million more plant extracts available to test. And,
with further screening we fully expect to find stronger and stronger hits. These extracts are
commercially available for about $100 each.
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The global nutraceutical market should reach $336.1 billion by 2023 from $230.9 billion in 2018
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.8%, from 2018 to 2023.
(https://www.bccresearch.com/market-research/food-and-beverage/nutraceuticals-global-markets
.html#:~:text=The%20global%20nutraceutical%20market%20should%20reach%20%24285.0%2
0billion%20by%202021,%25%2C%20from%202016%20to%202021).
Sierra Sciences Nutraceutical Telomerase Inducers could generate revenue >$1 million/year
within two years.

Sierra Sciences can also fractionate plant extracts to identify the chemical(s) in the extracts that
is inducing the telomerase gene. The purified active chemical should be far more active than the
extract that contained it. That is, in fact, how TA-65 was discovered with the help of Dr.
Andrews while still at Geron Corporation. Sierra Sciences has since learned from the experience
of testing 100’s of thousands of chemicals at random that 1 in every 400 random chemicals will
induce telomerase expression to the level of TA-65. So, EVERY plant most likely contains at
least one molecule that will induce telomerase expression since every plant contains far more
than 400 chemicals.

Nevertheless, TA-65 is the weakest telomerase inducer ever discovered and so the goal would be
to fractionate plant extracts that have already been shown to contain telomerase inducers far
more potent than TA-65. Historically, whenever Sierra Sciences screens plant extracts for
telomerase inducing activity, any plant extract that is as weak as purified TA-65 is considered a
negative. Purifying chemicals, by fractionation, from plant extracts that are more potent than
TA-65 should result in very potent purified nutraceuticals.

Fractionation of plant extracts involves a variety of chromatography procedures using High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). The type of chromatography varies from plant
extract to plant extract and can’t be determined in advance until the plant extract is identified and
tested. But the costs of fractionation as well as identification of the purified chemical by Mass
Spect, NMR, and other protocols is about $10,000 per extract on average, not counting the
equipment costs.

Note: once we identify the active chemical in a plant extract that induces telomerase expression,
medicinal chemistry to make it even more potent and safe, would cause it to be classified as a
pharmaceutical, losing its GRAS status, and requiring rigorous clinical studies and FDA
approval.

To initiate a business providing Nutraceutical telomerase inducers to slow down the aging
process into a sustainable business would require:

Director Business Development
VP Manufacturing and Production
Senior Scientist Manufacturing and Production
Scientist Manufacturing and Production
2 Technician Manufacturing and Production
VP Marketing
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VP Product Development

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”. Screening costs are
based on a rate of $5,000 per 20 samples.

Salaries/Year $1,090,000
Building Costs $344,500
Equipment Costs $16,000 (plus $4,005,000 for fractionation equipment)
Supplies/Year $300,000
Total (First Year) $1,750,500 ($5,755,500 including fractionation)
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RNA Sequencing

The main way that telomere length affects aging is through regulating expression of genes on the
chromosomes. Genes can be turned completely on, partially on, and completely off like lights in
a room can be turned completely on, partially on, and completely off by a dimmer switch. By
affecting telomere length people will want to know if doing so has the desired effect on their
gene expression. Also, Sierra Sciences will want to know what lengthening telomeres does to
gene expression because that is largely not understood at this time.

The best way to measure gene expression is by high throughput RNA sequencing of all the
RNA’s in the blood cells. This technology is already available for research through a company
called CD Genomics (https://www.cd-genomics.com/RNA-Seq-Transcriptome.html) and they
are interested in doing a collaboration with Sierra Sciences to perfect this technique so that it can
be available for the general population as a standard CLIA approved blood test
(https://www.cd-genomics.com/RNA-Seq-Transcriptome.html).

RNA sequencing will be the ultimate in Epigenetics which is the study in how genes are
expressed. We will not only be able to look at gene expression of genes in the chromosomes but
also the mitochondria and the microbiome.

RNA Sequencing was added to this plan on 4/22/21. All tables and total costs shown elsewhere
in this Strategic Plan do not include the costs of doing this project.

To initiate a business sequencing RNAs into a sustainable business would require (everything
below is derived from TeloSMRT which is very comparable):

VP Basic Research
Senior Scientist Assay Development
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Scientist Assay Development
2 Technician Assay Development
Senior Scientist Molecular Biology
Scientist Molecular Biology
2 Technician Molecular Biology
Director Business Development
VP Clinical Affairs
Director Clinical Affairs
VP Marketing

All costs below are derived from tables above that are titled “Headcount, Salaries, and Floor
Space”, “Equipment Costs”, “General Labware”, and “Office Supplies”.

Salaries/Year $1,720,000
Building Costs $507,000
Equipment Costs $618,600
Supplies/Year $300,000
Total (First Year) $3,145,600
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Go-To-Market Partnership Opportunities
Partnership Detail

Terms for Go-To-Market Partners
1. “Licensing fees” will be requested from Go-To-Market partners seeking exclusivity. These will

be an upfront payment and, in most cases, be 3x the minimum monthly royalty during the
first year of sales; not to exceed $300,000. This will be due at the time of signing the
agreement.

2. “Royalties”, in most cases, will be 10% of Gross Profit and paid monthly. “Gross Profit” is
defined as “Revenue” less “Cost of Goods Sold (i.e., the material required to manufacture
the product)”. “Cost of Goods Sold” will not include administrative, fixed costs, overhead, or
any direct labor associated with product sales unless the labor is expressly towards the
manufacture of the product. Royalties are expected to begin being paid as soon as the
product(s) begins to be marketed. And royalties will continue as long as the product is
marketed even if other agreements have expired or have been terminated.

3. “Minimum monthly sales volume” (MMSV) is calculated by dividing the present worldwide
market size by 20 when a market already exists with many companies marketing the
product. In cases in which the new product would be superior to anything on the market
today the MMSV is calculated proportionally by its superiority (e.g., potency) over the
leading products that exist today. In cases where the new product is expected to reverse
aging the MMSV provided should be considered very achievable.

4. The expected “gross profit” is calculated by dividing the worldwide market by 10 and is
therefore double the MMSV. Note these are very rough estimates and are intended only as a
starting point for negotiation.

5. Since Sierra Sciences is a Discovery Research company, we do not provide expected market
sizes. Potential Go-To-Market partners are expected to research that on their own and make
an offer based on what sales they believe they are capable of generating.

6. The Regulatory Approvals necessary to market products will be under the jurisdiction of the
country in which the Go-To-Market partner wishes to market their products. Since Sierra
Sciences is a Discovery Research company, we provide minimum advice regarding regulatory
approvals. Potential Go-To-Market partners are expected to research those on their own.

7. Go-To-Market partners would own the marketing rights to the discoveries that resulted from
their participation provided they can meet their obligations.

8. Exclusivity to the Go-To-Market partner would be provided only for the discoveries the
Go-To-Market partner participated in.

9. In cases where Go-To-Market partners are asked to provide funding for discovery research,
funding to cover one year’s worth of research will be asked for up front (for projects that
take more than 12 months). After that funding will be asked for on a monthly basis until the
partnership is terminated.
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Ingredients, Therapies, and Diagnostics presently available for Go-To-Market partners are at the
stages described below and can be found on the following pages.

A. Ready for Immediate Marketing
Sierra Sciences has several discoveries sitting on the shelf ready for Go-To-Market partners
to market immediately. No additional discovery research is needed. Sierra Sciences is
seeking Go-To-Market partners to market these discoveries.

B. Requires Assembly
Sierra Sciences has several opportunities for Go-To-Market that simply require assembly. So,
Sierra Sciences is seeking funding to assemble these ingredients, diagnostics, and therapies
in exchange for marketing rights when the assembly is completed.

C. Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval
Sierra Sciences has several discoveries sitting on the shelf ready for testing and regulatory
approval. In some cases, Sierra Sciences has already identified marketing companies that are
interested in marketing if someone else does the testing and obtains the necessary
regulatory approvals. Sierra Sciences is seeking Go-To-Market partners to oversee the
testing and regulatory approvals in exchange for marketing rights once approval is acquired.

D. Requires Discovery Research
Sierra Sciences has several opportunities for Go-To-Market partners to market products in the
future. But the ingredients, diagnostics, and therapies still require discovery. So, Sierra Sciences
is seeking funding to conduct the research in exchange for marketing rights when the
discoveries are completed.

Costs & Profits

Telomerase Gene Therapy - Human
Ready for Immediate Marketing

During Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $1 million USD/patient
Expected Gross Profit = $100,000 USD/patient
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10,000 USD/patient
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Telomerase Gene Therapy - Pets
Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval
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During Pet Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $3,000 USD/pound in weight
Expected Gross Profit = $300 USD/pound in weight
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $30 USD/pound in weight
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Pharmaceuticals - Now
Ready for Immediate Marketing

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Pharmaceuticals – Soon
Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Pharmaceuticals - Future
Requires Discovery Research, Testing, and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $10 billion USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $1 billion USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Discovery Research Expenses = $3.75 million/month
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million

Nutraceuticals - Now
Ready for Immediate Marketing

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD
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Nutraceuticals - Future
Requires Discovery Research

Expected Gross Profit = $2 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $200,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Discovery Research Expenses = $500,000/month
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million

Purified Active Ingredients from Natural Products
Requires Discovery Research

Expected Gross Profit = $5 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $500,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Discovery Research Expenses = $50,000 USD/month
Time required = 3-6 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $100,000 USD

Immortal Pet Cloning
Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval

During Pet Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $100,000 per pet
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Pet Food Additives
Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $5 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $500,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Telomere Protection Products
Ready for Immediate Marketing

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
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Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Telomere Length Measurement - autoFISH
Requires Assembly, Testing, and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Assembly Expenses = $200,000/month
Time required = 10 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $500,000 USD

Telomere Length Measurement - TeloSMRT
Requires Assembly, Testing, and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Assembly Expenses = $50,000/month
Time required = 3 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $5,000

TERT Expression Assay
Ready for Immediate Marketing

Expected Gross Profit = $5 million USD/sale
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $4.5 million/sale
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Cancer Diagnostics
Requires Testing and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $1 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100,000 USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Cancer Treatments – Toxic hTR
Requires Discovery Research, Testing, and Regulatory Approval
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Expected Gross Profit = $1 Billion USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100 Million USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Assembly Expenses = $200,000/month
Time required = 3 months - 2 years
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million

Cancer Treatments – Toxic Nucleotides
Requires Discovery Research, Testing, and Regulatory Approval

Expected Gross Profit = $1 Billion USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $100 Million USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Assembly Expenses = $200,000/month
Time required = 3 months – 2 years
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 Million

Human Growth Hormone
Requires Assembly

Expected Gross Profit = $25 million USD/month
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $2.5 million USD/month
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Assembly Expenses = $100,000/month
Time required = 3-6 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million

Gene Editing
Requires Assembly, Testing, and Regulatory Approval for Pets
Requires Assembly for Humans

Humans
During Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $1 million USD/patient
Expected Gross Profit = $100,000 USD/patient
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10,000 USD/patient
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
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Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Pets
During Pet Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $3,000 USD/pound in weight
Expected Gross Profit = $300 USD/pound in weight
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $30 USD/pound in weight
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Assembly Expenses = $100,000/month
Time required = 3-6 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million

CRISPR Gene Regulation
Requires Assembly, Testing, and Regulatory Approval for Pets
Requires Assembly for Humans

Humans
During Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $1 million USD/patient
Expected Gross Profit = $100,000 USD/patient
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10,000 USD/patient
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year

Pets
During Pet Clinical Study:
Cost to treat = $3,000 USD/pound in weight
Expected Gross Profit = $300 USD/pound in weight
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $30 USD/pound in weight
Licensing Fee for Exclusivity = $300,000 USD

Once Approved:
Expected Gross Profit = $100 million USD/year
Expected Royalty to Sierra Sciences = $10 million USD/year
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Assembly Expenses = $100,000/month
Time required = 3-6 months
Upfront Equipment Expenses = $1 million
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Additional Financials
1. Sales Revenue Projection
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2. Sales Revenue Projections Adjusted for Inflation
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3. Cost of Goods Sold
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4. Administrative and Fixed Costs
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5. Net Operating Income and Net Present Value
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Assumptions Regarding Additional Financials
1. A project like “Curing Aging” is a “Venturing into the Unknown” project. We will not be

pursuing a goal as straight-forward as inventing a driverless car or drone. I haven’t found
a “Cure for Aging”. I have found a way to “Find a Cure for Aging”. But I have found lots
of “support of concept” that the way that I have found to “Find a “Cure for Aging” will
work.

2. Projecting how long it will take me to “Find a Cure for Aging” is like asking John
Hanning Speke or Henry Morton Stanley how long it would take them to find the source
of the Nile in the mid 1800’s. They couldn’t have projected precisely how long it would
take them because they were “Venturing into the Unknown”.

3. Nevertheless, I am very confident that I can “Find the Cure for Aging in 5 years or less
though “confidence” is not equivalent to “certainty”. Still, I have been very successful,
with all projects that I have undertaken in the past, in completing the projects in the
timeframes and costs that I projected; when appropriate funding, and control of how the
funding was spent, was available to me.

4. Revenue from “Telomerase Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and “Human
Growth Hormone” subside to almost nothing beginning after about 5 years. That is
because, when we have discovered the “Pharmaceutical to Cure Aging” no one will be
interested in “Telomerase Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and “Human Growth
Hormone” anymore because the “Pharmaceutical to Cure Aging” will work just as well
and be a lot more affordable.

5. Revenue from “Telomerase Gene Therapy”, “Immortal Pet Cloning”, and “Human
Growth Hormone” should not subside completely to zero after about 5 years because
there will always be some people that cannot tolerate the “Pharmaceutical to Cure
Aging”.

6. Profits should exceed the funding needed by the third year. So, it is possible that I will
not need to find additional sources of funding after 3 years.

7. Percentage of people in the U.S. in target market
(https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/study-majority-of-us-population-now-under-age-
40-/5532061.html)

8. People in the world
(https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk03SLr4Zp3xqmQS_LC7msENOObz52Q
%3A1614455272145&ei=6KE6YK2qCMjt-gSCtK7IBQ&q=how+many+people+in+the
+world&oq=how+many+people+in+the+world&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAMyAggAMg
UIABDJAzICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAMgIIADICCAAyAggAOgcIABBHEL
ADOgcIIxCwAhAnOgQIABANOgcIABDJAxANOgUIABCGAzoECCMQJzoFCAAQs
QM6CAgAELEDEIMBULdSWJ51YP54aAFwAXgAgAGTAYgBzQqSAQQxNi4xmAE
AoAEBqgEHZ3dzLXdpesgBBcABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz&ved=0ahUKEwitvoHI6orvAh
XItp4KHQKaC1kQ4dUDCA0&uact=5)

9. A 10% Contingency has already been built into all items in the financials charts.
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Books, Documentaries, and Videos
Additional information about telomeres, telomerase, Dr. Andrews, and Sierra Sciences can be
found in the following Books, Documentaries, and Videos

Books

Bill Andrews on Telomere Basics: Curing Aging
(https://www.amazon.com/Bill-Andrews-Telomere-Basics-Curing/dp/0615949983/ref=sr_1_1?d
child=1&keywords=curing+aging&qid=1616278197&sr=8-1)

Telomere Lengthening: Curing All Disease Including Aging and Cancer
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0692830111?pf_rd_r=96SBPDA33774MS5KAXAS&pf_r
d_p=5ae2c7f8-e0c6-4f35-9071-dc3240e894a8&pd_rd_r=c717040a-560c-4aa8-9463-bc99c1f067
0b&pd_rd_w=TrV8T&pd_rd_wg=7TMpp&ref_=pd_gw_unk)

Documentaries

The Immortalists
(https://theimmortalists.com/watch/)

The High
(https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3641880/)

Videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sSwwMZ3JWU&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSG
gL_LcDwbMs&index=11&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PazyKvJrmk&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL
_LcDwbMs&index=14&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEY-XDzhnsE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL
_LcDwbMs&index=6&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqNqn5uRq7Q&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGg
L_LcDwbMs&index=7&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkNgIVYcqSs&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_
LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-wdr3JTcEE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_
LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences
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https://www.amazon.com/Bill-Andrews-Telomere-Basics-Curing/dp/0615949983/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=curing+aging&qid=1616278197&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Bill-Andrews-Telomere-Basics-Curing/dp/0615949983/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=curing+aging&qid=1616278197&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0692830111?pf_rd_r=96SBPDA33774MS5KAXAS&pf_rd_p=5ae2c7f8-e0c6-4f35-9071-dc3240e894a8&pd_rd_r=c717040a-560c-4aa8-9463-bc99c1f0670b&pd_rd_w=TrV8T&pd_rd_wg=7TMpp&ref_=pd_gw_unk
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0692830111?pf_rd_r=96SBPDA33774MS5KAXAS&pf_rd_p=5ae2c7f8-e0c6-4f35-9071-dc3240e894a8&pd_rd_r=c717040a-560c-4aa8-9463-bc99c1f0670b&pd_rd_w=TrV8T&pd_rd_wg=7TMpp&ref_=pd_gw_unk
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0692830111?pf_rd_r=96SBPDA33774MS5KAXAS&pf_rd_p=5ae2c7f8-e0c6-4f35-9071-dc3240e894a8&pd_rd_r=c717040a-560c-4aa8-9463-bc99c1f0670b&pd_rd_w=TrV8T&pd_rd_wg=7TMpp&ref_=pd_gw_unk
https://theimmortalists.com/watch/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3641880/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sSwwMZ3JWU&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=11&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sSwwMZ3JWU&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=11&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PazyKvJrmk&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=14&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PazyKvJrmk&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=14&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEY-XDzhnsE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=6&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEY-XDzhnsE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=6&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqNqn5uRq7Q&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=7&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqNqn5uRq7Q&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=7&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkNgIVYcqSs&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkNgIVYcqSs&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-wdr3JTcEE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-wdr3JTcEE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=2&ab_channel=SierraSciences


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKfaiY5j7_E&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_
LcDwbMs&index=3&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVTT5pAJ2JM&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGg
L_LcDwbMs&index=4&ab_channel=SierraSciences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVwbR9alxpE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGg
L_LcDwbMs&index=10&ab_channel=SierraSciences

And many more at
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKfaiY5j7_E&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=3&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKfaiY5j7_E&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=3&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVTT5pAJ2JM&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=4&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVTT5pAJ2JM&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=4&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVwbR9alxpE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=10&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVwbR9alxpE&list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs&index=10&ab_channel=SierraSciences
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4JmjN6gjXwxjOt-I2GNcSGgL_LcDwbMs


Investment
Sierra Sciences is not seeking investors. But Sierra Sciences would accept investors from the
right investors under the following conditions. Sierra Sciences would offer 7.5% equity in the
company for $15 million or 30% equity for $50 million. Other investment options can be
considered as long as Dr. Andrews is not put at risk of losing control of the science and how the
funding is spent on the science.
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Contact
For more information regarding Sierra Sciences, please contact Dr. Andrews directly.

Bill Andrews, Ph.D.
President
Sierra Sciences LLC
250 S. Rock Blvd., Ste. 130
Reno, NV 89502
www.sierrasci.com
bandrews@sierrasci.com
Cell/text: (775) 530-1516
Skype: yonderssi
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